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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Ours is a period in which the very foundations of the family as a
social and political institution have been viciously attacked.

Our divorce

rate oareens toward promiscuity and the delinquency of our youth is unparat:lah'J.ck in the nation's l11ato17_

A remedy must be sought.

A solution must

be found or we must despair of our western Heritage--a culture based on the
family's inviolability.
However the modern horizon is not altogether without its ancient
Perhaps it will help to outline the status quo

lIll~.

family.

2! that

pa~

old-world

As the ancient was stabilized by the advent of Christ may the mo-

dern home be vitalized by His return.

The purpose of the thesi.,. then. is

to set forth as clearly and as completely as possible the condition of the
family of Rome between the years A.D. 18--68. the period with Which the extant portion of the Annals deals.

In focusing upon the precise social and political group about which
this thesis Will work. it is not sufficient to say merely that the subject
is the "family".

For even in English the word "family" has any number of

different meanings.l

The Latin IIfamiliall is almost equally varied in its

1 Even a dictionary as small as the Funk and Wagnalls College Standard
1

(2)
meanings.

Harpers' dictionary2 informs us that familia can signi1'Ji1 I. the

slaves in a household. the household establishment.

II. 1. a. the house

and all belonging to it. a family estate. fortune, b. family as part of a
gens, c. the members of a household; 2. troop. group of players. soldiers. 3
Very accurately. then. to lIhat do we refer when we speak of the "family
in the Amlalsf

children.

We designate a social unit ccmposed of husband. wife. and

The meaning listed under II. 1. in Funk and Wagnall.4 and the

meaning II. l.c. in the Harpers"S is the one we Wish.

Of' oourse we shall

not be able to prescind fran other aspects of the family--its olan spirit.
slave system. political ramifications. and the like--yet the main interest
shall be on the social grouping of man. wife. and children.
activity is Hmited again. this time by Tacitus himself.

Our field 01'

For the .Annals

Diotionary. New York. Funk and Waplls Co •• 1940. lists several meanings
UDder the entry "family" I I. a. of. belonging to. or suitable tor a
family; II n.l. a group of persons oonsisting of parents and their
children, also the ohildren as distinguished fran the parents. 2. a group
of persons forming a household. including servants. eto.; a name. etc •• J
a house; line; olan; tribe; race. 4. Distinguished or anoient lineage,
desoent. 5. Biol. a group larger than a genus. 6. Any olass or group of
like or related things. 7. A group of related animals. L. tamilia. famulus. servant)
2 Cf. revision by Charlten Lewis and Charles Short of Andrews' translation v
of Freund's Latin-German Lexicon. New York. Harper and Bros •• 1879.
3 Max Radin. "gens. Familia. Stirps." Classioal Philology. 9.235--247.
tells us yet another meaning, a group descended from the same known ancestor and who are all living at the same time. (This would extend to
about four generations.) The majority of Radin's referenoes are to Livy
but oitations fram other authors enable him to oonolude. if we may use
phrases oonsecrated by the logician. that generally speaking the extension of familia was larger than that of gena and that therefore the com.prehension of the latter was greater.
4 ct. supra. note 1.
S Cf. supra. note 2.

3
deal almost exclusively with the patrician or at least senatorial £waily
If'hose residence was Rome.

This was the family of the aristocracy whence

came the rulers of a Rome. mistress of the If'Orld.
As might be suspeoted from. the limitations If'e have made. the thesis

approach is not that of the Roman private life student with his interests
in the family's daily routine. houses. villas. theaters. and viaducts.

Our

approach is rather that of the sociologist anxious to feel the fabric of
this natural group so close to the brink of dissolution.
Data on the family shall be gathered fr(IJI. the Annals of Tacitus--the
t

mature work of one of Rome's truly great historians.6

Thesis procedure in

its most simplified form. will be to make excerpts from the Annals of all
passages pertinent to the family.
of synthesis remains.

After this process of analysis. a task

Later the unity must be corroborated or interpreted

in the light of more recent research and secondary authors.

References to

such writers may thus clarify what might be left obscure were we

l~ited

to

the text of the Jnnals alone.
In the second chapter we cons ider the importance in the Roman mind of

the family unit--the relation between the

father~other-children

group and

their clan of ancestors. What power did the family history wield! What
prestige was involved in the family name!
in

authority-~

Since a Roman husband was first

jure all power within the family circle was focused in the

6 Cf. Chapter V on the authenticity and credibility of the Annals.

4

father--the pater-fami1ias merits priority of consideration.

What in general

was his relation to his family.? What power did he exercise over his children
the hope of his fami1y'l

How

'WaS

he affected by the marriage ceremony. the

launching of the new family!

.E!

Facto. perhaps of even greater power in the family circle than the

pater.N'm.ltliaaL whose

.£!

jure power was absolute. the mother-wife receives

our attention in the third chapter of the thesis.
ligious duties of the wife.

We consider certain re-

But a point of even greater

~portance

is an

evaluation of this Roman wanan's family group is her social position consequent upon her great wealth and her political influence.
That the ,family was laboring through a transition period of stress. that
family unity was no longer a virtue. a reader of the Annals need not be told.
On every page of the 'Work we read an unending tale of wealthy homes weakened

by luxury and ease or shattered by vice. Marriage infidelity. either in the
form. of divorce or open adultery. and birth control--each struck a blow at
the fami1y's inner unity of spirit.
Fran the pages of Tacitus we feel. too. the great unrest and upheaval
of the times as he narrates the daily grind of murder. suicide, and rapine.
ubiquitous infonners had stQ1en from the family hearth even the joy of a
secret shared.

Both husband and wife were surrounded by a horde of spying

infonners--rriends. clients. and slaves. as ready to report as to invent
their tale of malice.

To be sure not everything in the picture Tacitus

draws is disheartening. for occasionally he completes the general trame of

5
the family's status qUt> with examples of heroism and virtue in the ],ives of
the men and 1I'aII.en whose ideals had raised them. above the times in which they
lived.
Since we may not content ourselves with merely repainting the picture
given us by Tacitus. we must consider how true his colors were.
in the fif'th chapter.

have the A.tmals

Was there a Tacitus?

.!:! wrote'

This we do

Did he write the Annals?

Secondly. is he trustworthy!

Do we

Though it is out of

the question to go into the matter exhaustively, the arguments pro and contra
merit our attention even brief as we must be.

When we further restrict our-

selves to an investigation of our author's credibility on just what he reported of the family. our conclUSion, already in agreement with the best
accepted authors. gains even more assurance.
By way of thesis conclusion, a sixth chapter synthesizes the picture of
the family of the Annals.

Hot content now with the statement that Tacitus

reported thus on the family. the theais contends that what
objectively true of the family.

ftS

reported was

Facts and data gathered from the Annals are

accurate knowledge of the first century patrician family of Rome.
Yet a preliminary caution is in order.

Whatever his avowed7 or even

subconscious motives were for writing the Annals, Tacitus hardly intended

7

~

facitus, APnales. 1.1. f.E. Page, E. Capps, W.H.D. Rouse, ed, The HistorTrans1ation}:z Clifford !. Moores .!!:! Annals with ~
English Translation 1?l. ~ Jackson, £:!!. Putnam' s ~, Hew York, 1931.
The text used throughout the thesis is that followed by this Leeb Classical Library edition.

.!!!. ~.!!. !§g1ish

6

,E:0fesso to present a picture ot the Roman tamily.

Information we tather

about the family will be obiter dicta trom passages dealing with other subjects.

facitus had before his mind a tar grander scheme than the story of

the Roman :t'am1ly. His was the history ot the rise and hegemony of a tyrannical government of dictators.

!bus what he says ot the fanily. though true.

should not lead us to suppose that details omitted are false or simply lacking fran the anoient family.

His was not the task to tell all about the

family. but only suoh as filled in the political picture he was sketching.
Again. the aristocrat Tacitus deals almost exclusively with a patrician and
imperial family.

Referenoes to the family outside the aristocratic circle

of Rome are tew and of a more general character.

Of course it is easy to

inter that the common hearth was as troubled as the aristocratic.
For the ancients. an historian was also a moralist. whose peculiar temptation it is to drive home his point by heightened contrast-sometimes. even.
at the expense ot a more objective presentation.

For this reason. perhaps.

the hideous vices of the Annals .were in reality not so hedeous. nor the
exalted virtues quite so virgin pure.

However. though the moralizing tends

to obscure the objectivity. the over-all view is substantially correct.

•
CH.AP.rER II
F.AMILY PRESTIGE AND THE PA1'ER-F.A'MILIAS

When one approaches the AImals tran the viewpoint of the family, the
aspect most striking by its repetition is at once the most

~portant.

Every

page of Tacitus reminds us of a clan-fanily prestige and influence. which
though faded, still remained a factor in Roman daily life.

A. superstructure

of Roman law and militarism, which were the sources of its greatness, had
been erected on the foundation stones of the fanily unity and the patria
potestas. Rome was a city of separate, individual families gathered together
in a political

unit~y

propinquity and community of dangers and endeavors.

Though for centuries Rome retained this distinctively family foundation, as
the city expanded through the municipal, the republican, and the imperial
government, each successive

fo~

of political structure assumed more and

more active jurisdiction in civil and religious affairs. Whether this process, natural enough in itself, followed or hastened the breakdown in the
extreme of family autocracy need not detain us.

Even to the very decline of

Rome in the later days of the empire, vestiges, at least, remained of the
ancient patriarchal hierarchy.
First oentury examples of influenoe exerted upon daily life of Rome by
certain aristocratic family-clan names and traditions run throughout Taoitus.
Husband, Wife, brother, or sister aot and are acted upon differently just

7

8
because they are of a family whose origin was buried in the early m,the10gy
of Rame. When Xacitus retells how Xiberius began a system of informers, for
years so pernicious to the Empire, we find that Libo Drusus "e familia

J~cri

boniorum"l was goaded into revolution by a scheming senator, Firmius Cato.
Cato's arguments merit our attention, for his case rested on the Drusus heri
tage.

Libo t s grandfather was Pompey. his great-aunt was Scribonia. the

Caesars were his cousins. What was especial1Ylloteworthy was that his mansien was crowde,d with ancestral portraj"ts-& point which was thought motive
enough for a change of imperial rulers.

Later,2 when the 'conspiracy' had

been duly 'discovered' by its real co-instigator, Firmius Cato, Libo's only
worthwhile defense was his house to house canvass of all his family's

~

relatives to plead with them to speak in his behalf. He was acoompanied by
a group of noble matrons in mourning--anything to enlist his family's widespread support.
tepida's was essentially the same defense, an appeal to the ancestry
and the nobility of her fSlldly.
accused of adultery.)

A member of the Aemilian clan she had been

Fortunately for her, the course of her trial was in-

terrupted by a celebration of the Games.
to enter the crowded theater.

Thus she was given an opportunity

Lepida elicited sympathy as she was accOlll-

panied by many wallen of high rank.

Weeping and wailing before the assembled

audienoe she called upon her ancestors and even her great-grandfather, Pomp

TaCitus, 2.27.
Ibid., 2.29.
3 1!!!., 3.22

1

2

9
in .hoa e mem.ory the theater had been erected and whose statues stood before

the ,Ize of all.

Tacitus notes that she excited so much sympathy in the

crowd that breaking into tears they heaped curses upon her long divorced
husband. Quirinius. who was pressing for her canviction •
••• tantum misericordiae permovit ut ef'rusi in lacrimas
saeva et detestanda QQirinio c1amitarent euius seneetae
atque orbitati et obscurissimae demui destinata quendam
uxor 1,. Caesari ac divo Augusto nurus dederetur. 4
With the people in that theater. family prestige was potent force.
Earlier the Aemilian family had been given some consolation when Tiberius granted the intestate properties of Aemilia Musa. a woman of no small
fortune, to Aemi1ius Lepidus ·cuius e dano"' we are told she seemed to be.
Strictly speaking the imperial treasury might have claimed the whole.

On

granting the legacy Tiberius remarked that nobility of birth required the
help of' money.

Thus Tiberius, at least. considered family prestige iaportant

enough in the empire to be worth saving.
When there is question of selecting twenty-one members for a newly
formed college of priests, the basis for the choice is nobility of birth.
"Sorte ducti e primordibus civitatis ••• n6 Tacitus tells us7 that when Tiberius considered an applicant for public office, one of' the points taken into
consideration was the nobility of the candidate's lineage.

4

Ibid., 3.23.

5 Ibid., 2.48.
6 Ibid.. 1.54.
7 Ibid.__ 4.6.

In

explaining

rr--

- - - - 1 0 - ,

the actions of Gnaeus Pise, who proved the antagonist of Germanicus.in the
East, Tacitus tells us that aside tran the wild strain in his blood derived
from his fore-bearers, he was 'fired' to greater things by the lineage and
wealth of his wife, PlanciDa ·Sed praeter paternos spiritus uxoris

~oque

Plancinae nobilitate et opibus accendebatur."8
Tiberius received Piso's s0n9 with the same munificence that he was in
the habit of

sho~g

the youths of the noble

f~ilies.

Yet it was this same

Tiberius who was so loth to grant aid to Marous Hertalus, whom Augustus had
practically commanded to raise a family, lest his ancestry be otherwise
robbed of a posterity.10 Aid was however granted to Hortalusl
••• Hortalo se respondisse ai t I ceterum s i patribus videretur, daturum liberis ejus duoena sestertia singulis,
qui sexus virilis essent. ll
Muoh later, Nero, irrespective of the deserving and the undeserving, granted
aid to all indigent noble families "Aurelio quoque Cottae et liaterio Antonino
annuam pecuniam statuit princeps, ~~vis per luxum avites opes dissipassenl!

But these are just a few cases of the liberality of the emperors in financially sustaining the Roman fanily nobility.
Anoestry, because a powerful force, could be rather embarrassing, too.

8 Ibid., 2.4.3.
9 Ibid., .3.8.
George S. Chehayl, S.J. Study of ~ Effects ~ ~ Punic ~!!!. the
Roman Familia, LPyola University, Chicago, 19,36, 101-103 points out,
"Religion had been an affair of the fani1y hearth and ancestor worship,
though by 200 B.C. the tendenoy was to make it more canmunal and therefor
under state control."
11 Tacitus, 2.38.
12 Ibid., 13.34.

10

~

I----------------------------------------------------~

11

Thus it was when it was rumored Sulla would be called to the throne.by Pallas
and Burrus, who were top ranking freedmen in the service of Nero.

Such a

tale found plausibility as Sulla was "claritudine generis et adfinitate
Claudii cui per nuptias Antoniae gener erat. ul3
How sharply Roman minds could distingulsh between and separate the various canponents of a man's lineage became very practical in the case of Galus
Silanus. When, consequent upon his condemnation, his goods were to be confiscated, it was proposed to spare as much of hls property as had been

d.-

rived fran the Atlan house (his mother's) " ••• Cnaeus Lentulus separanda SiIani materna bona, quippe Atia parente genitl reddendaque fill0 dixit, adnuente Tlberio."14 Silanus should have been exiled to Cyarus, yet out of
consideration for his Junian ancestry the sentence waa mitigated.

He was

relegated to Cytbnus instead. 15 Tiberius, although contemptuous of divine
honors, made it all too clear where he wished to gain the esteem of men.

His

reputation in the eyes of posterity would be more than satisfactor,y, if men
but judged he had been worthy of his lineage " ••• ut maloribus meis dignum •••
eredant. nl6
What kind of ancestry he had becomes clear from the senatorIal speeches
ln praise of his liberality after the Caelian fire "Sanctos acceptosque numinibus Claudios ••• u17 His Claudian clan was indeed holy and beloved of the

13

Ibid., 13.23.
Ibid., 3.68
15 Ibid., 3.69
16 Ibid., 4.38
17 ~., 4.64
14

,~----------------------------------~
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gods.

Yet not all Claudii were so forward.

Paaponius Attious,18 gPeat-

grandfather of Drusus, refleoted no credit upon the ancestral effigies of the
Claudian house.

Pomponius, it seems, had been a mere Roman Knight.

Years later when Sejanus had fallen from his high estate, It became a
crime to have espoused his cause. However, in their own defense the suspects
pointed out 19 that no-one had courted the favor of Sejanus ot Volsinii but
Sejanus of the Claudii and Julii.20

There was a ditference, ot course.

When there was question ot another marriage for Claudius--Messalina, had
by then been deposed-the younger Agrippina, a niece of Claudius, was suggested as a possIble matoh.

She was herself very attractive but that in a

Rome of a thousand very attracti," women.

However, the one point dis'binctly

in her tavor was her exalted ancestry.21 Her flrst marriage had been to
Gaius Domitius Ahenobarbus of whom Tacitus says

"]Ji

Domitio super vestustatem

generis propinquun Caesaribus sanguinaQ delegarat Tlberius."22 Dam1tian's
grandmother, Octavia, was the sister of Augustus.
As if adding insult to injury, Taoitus summarizes a particularly long

period of murder and car.nage "Tot luctibus tunesta civitate pars maeroris
tui t, quod Julia Drusi filia, quondam Neronis uxor, denupsi t in damum. Rubelli

18 Ibid., 2.43
19 Ibid., 6.8
20 IbId., 6.8. Where Sejanus is called the son-in-law of Tiberius Ittuum,
Caesar, generum."
21 Ibid., 12.2
22 Ibid., 4.75

~-.--------------------------------~
14
A striking example of the force ancestry could bring to bear ic the
reprieve granted Marcellus. who had attempted to forge a will. He was excused from punishment according to the Comelian law, as were his less i1lustrious accomplices because of the nobility of his ancestry and the inter-

Tacitus (11.23 and 24). Various members of pacified Gaul had come to
Rome to a8~ the privilege of holding office in Rome itself. Atter the
arguments in opposition to the Gauls had been voiced, Claudius arose
and addressed the senate. He showed With examples that it had been
traditional at Rome for the conquered peoples to be received into the
Roman fold. Once he could show that the maiores had approved the plan
he had added another reason for the plan's acceptance. ~iores mei,
quorum antiquissimus Clausus origine Sabina simul in eivitatem Romanam
et in fanillas patriciorum adscitus est. hortantur uti paribus consi11is
in re publica capessenda. transferendo hue quod usquam. egregium fuerit.
Neque enim. ignoro Iulios Alba, Coruneanios C~erio. Procios Tusculo, et
ne vetere. scrutemur, Etruria Lucaniaque et omni Italia in senatum accitos,
postremo ipsam. ad Alpes promotam., ut non modo singuli viritim sed terrae,
gentes in nomen nostrum coa1escerent. Tunc solida dani quies et adversus
externa floruimus, cum Transpadani in civitatem recepti, cum specie deductarum per orbem terrae legionum additis provincialium validissimis fesso
imperio subventum est. Num paenitet Balbos ex Hispania nec minus insignia
viros e Gallia Narbonensi transivisse? Manent posteri eorum nec &more in
banc patriam nobis concedunt. ~id aliud exitio Lacedaemeniis et Atheniensibus :tuit, quamquam armis pellerent, nisi quod victos pro alienigenis
arcebamt? At conditor nostri Ramulus tantum sapientia valuit, ut plerosElue populos eodem die hostis, dem civis habuerit. Advenae in nos regnaTerunt: libertinorum. fill is magistratus mandare non, ut plerique fa1luntur
repens, sed priori populo factitatum est. At cum Senonibus pugnavimus s
scilicet Vulsci et Aequi numquam adversam nobis aciem instruxere. Capti
a Gallis sumus, sed et Tuscis obsides dedimus et Samnitium jugum subiimus.
Ac tamen. si cuncta bella recenseas, nullum breviore spatio quam adversus
Gallos confectums continua inde ac fida pax. lam moribus artibus adfinitatibus nostris muti aurum et opes sua. inferant potius quam separati
habeant. Omnia, patres conscripti, quae nunc vetustiss~ creduntur, nova
fuere; plebeii magi stratus post patricios, Latini post plebeios. ceterarum Italiae gentium post Latinos. Inveterascet hoc quoque, et quod hodie
exemplis tuem.ur. inter exempla erit." As i f in confirmation of Roman
interest in the past Tacitus (Ibid., 2.88) remarks that first century
Romans were interested in the past to the exclusion of interest in their
awn times" ••• dum vetera extollimus, recentium incuriosi."

15
cession of Nero.

No doubt the latter was the deciding factor but tae former

was not to be neglected

~arcellummemoria

maiorum et preces Caesaris poenae

••• axemere." 25
We know the ancestors and their effigies were 8ll integral part of the
statelier funerals.

We often Witness a long line of funeral masks 8lld por-

traits wend its way through the pages of the Annals.

In

fact Tacitus thought

it worthy of mention that the fUneral of Ger.manicus was Without the usual
ancestral paraphenalia and that no procession was held "Funus sine imaginibus
et pompa ••• • 26 Another indication of family-ancestry awareness was had when
the same Germanicus years before restored an altar destroyed by hostile Germans which had been dedicated to his father, Drusus "Restituit aram honorique
patris princeps ipse cum legionibus decucurrit ••• tt2 7 Significantly the huge
mound ereoted in memory of the Varian legions, which was also destroyed by
the Germans,

not re-ereoted.

liaS

Family fidelity did not require it.

We read of Marcus Lepidus 28 who asked the senate to be allowed to
strengthen and decorate the Basalica of Paulus. a monument of the Aemilian
house.

Thus he renovated the famous edifice of his ancestors with his own

resources. :Much later29 we find that it was considered almost criminal for
Silanus, consort of Messalina, wife of Claudius, that he had in his hane
images of Caius

25

Cassius~

Ibid., 14.40.

26 Ibid., 2.72.
27 Ibid., 2.7.
28 Ibid., 3.72.
29 . Ibid., 16.7_

one of his forebearers.

If it were a spirit of

16
family unity which prompted him to such fidelity, we can praise hi. pietas
but hardly his prudentia.
Instances in which TaCitus, as it were in passing, mentions the nobilit
of one of his characters cane frequently.
tively aristrocratic flavor.

They give the Jnnals a distinc-

If the examples cited above do not indicate

that family prestige had a very real effect an the actions of the men and
wamen of first century Rome, to say nothing of Rome's legislation, then certainly the great number of occasions in which Tacitus chooses to point out
the nobility of his characters indicates that lineage had a meaning for at
least one aristocrat writing just at the beginning of the second century.

We

can reasonably infer that if nobility meant so much to Tacitus it did to th
for whan he wrote--the families we are interested in.
Sempronius Gracchus, we are told, met his executors with calmly, fir.mly
" ••• constantia mortis haud indignus S~pronio nomine vita degeneraverat. n30
We lear.n that perhaps same recompense was gained under Tiberius by the great
houses an the retur.n of Decimus Silanus to the Junian family "Inlustrium domuum adversa ••• solacio adfecit D. Silanus Juniae familiae redditus. ft 31
Tacitus has occasion to mention Lucius Vo1usius and Sallustius Crispus.
Volusius is summed up "Volusio vetus familia neque tamen praeturam

egressa.~

One of the first things we are told about Crispus is his lineage "Crispum

3~

31
32

Ibid.; 1.53.
Ibid., 3.24.
Ibid., 3.30.
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equestri ortum loco C. Sallustiu8 rerum Romanarum
sororia nepotem in nanen adscivit."32

florentiss~us

auctor,

One of the more pressing reasons why

Furius Camillus received33 the praise of Tiberius and the triumphal insignia
fram the Senate was that. though his family boasted an illustrious military
background, its exploits were ancient history evan then.

None of the family

had managed to duplicate the fonner triumph for centuries.
When

~via

is seduced by Sejanus, the adultery is more heinous, at

least in the eyes of Tacitus, by the nobility of her ancestry and the ignobility of his:
Atque ilIa, cui avunculus Augustus, socer Tiberius, ex
Druso liberi, seque ac maiores et posteros municipali
adultero foedabat.34
Her norm of mera11ty should have been the good name of her ancestry and
posterity'
We read that Asinius Agrippa was "claris maioribus quam vetustis,"35
that Quintus Haterius was "familia senatoria,"3S and that Julia Augusta was
~obilitatis

ssimae,"36

per Claudiam familism et adoptione Liviorum Juliorumque clarlTogonlus Gallus, a novus ~ of the newest type, "dum ignobili-

tatam suam magnis nominibus inserit, per deridiculum auditur."37 At least
compared with the nobility of the preceding speakers his short ancestry campared poorly.

Ae.milii once were productive of patriots so even their black

33 Ibid., 2.52.

34 Ibid., 4.3.

35 Ibid., 4.61.
36 Ibid., 5.1.
37 Ibid., 6.2.
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sheep were men of no small distinction a ••• Quippe Aemilium genus

f~undum

honorum civium. et qui eadem familia corrupti. moribus. inlustri tamen fortuna egere. a 38
In beginning his short summary of the reign of Tiberius. Tacitus first

chooses to point out the emperor's ancestry.
Pater ei Nero et utrimque origo gentis Claudiae. quamquam mater in Liviam. et mox Juliam familiam. adoptionibus
transierit.39
Livia's adoptions had their elevating effect even on Tiberius 1
If, however. the clan-family sp irit had a very real effect on the lives
of the father. mother. son. and daughter of the first century. it must nonetheless be conceded on the evidence of Tacitus again. that the feeling of
family unity was not based entirely on blood relations.

Indeed it was quite

sufficient for the perpetuation of a posterity. to which the ancestors had
a right. 40 if a son were but adopted into the family circle.

The first

example of adoption met41 in the Annals is that of Tiberius Claudius Nero
and Nero Claudius Drusus. the sons of Livia by Tiberius Claudius Nero.

Au-

gustus adopted them. as well as Gaius and Incius Caesar, sons of :Marcus Agr.
by Julia, daughter of Augustus.

Tiberius was adopted with the stipulation

that he in turn m.ust adopt his nephew. Germanicus. son of his brother Nero
Claudius Drusus.

38
39

40
41

Ibid., 6.27.
Ibid •• 6.51.

Ibid •• 2.37.

Ibid •• 1.3.

This m.ode of adoption, brought about by the entreaties of
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Livia, was obviously such as to put Qermanicus second to Tiberius !n proximity to Augustus.

~via never let Tiberius forget it.42

By such adoptions, the laws of Augustus against childlessness were
rendered impotent.

In the ttne of Nero it had became the custom for child-

less candidates. who would otherwise have been prohibited from office. to
'have' children. but by adoption:
Percrebruerat ea tempestate pravissimus mos
cum propinquis camitiis aut sorte provinciarum. plerique orbi fictis adoptionibus adsciscerent filios.
praeturasque et provincias inter patres sortiti statim
emitterent manu quos adoptaverant.43
However adoption certainly proved a strong enough bond to insure the succession or at least give a plausible front for the succession tram Augustus
to Tiberius and fram Claudius to Nero.

This latter was effected even while

a true son of Claudius was alive, though younger than Nero. 44

Tacitus notes

that the adoption of Nero was the first among the patrician Claudii "Adnotabant periti nullam antehac adoptionem inter patricios Claudios reperiri.
eosque ab Atto Clauso continuos duravisse. H45 This was no small accomplishment, paralleled by but a few other families of the ranking nobility of
ancient Rome.
There are indications, however, that the Romans recognized a flimsy

42 Ibid., 4.57. It is obvious tram this that the adopted son (A) of an
ado~ted son (B) did not just by reason of the adoption become the son
of (C) who had adopted (B).
43 Ibid., 15.19.
44 Ibid., 12.25.

45

~.,

1.7.
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character to adoption.

We can feel more than a trace of sarcasm

~the

words of Tacitus that Tiberius "Debat et famae, ut vocatus electusque potius
a re publica videretur quam per uxorium ambitum et senili adoptione inrepsisse. lf46

Then again, shortly after the death of Agrippa, it was rumored

about that he was yet alive, for an imposter having posed as Agrippa had
sollicited aid and assistance for what might have led to sedition.

Tiberius

haled the fraud before his court "Percontanti Tiberio quo modo Agrippa factus
asset respondisse fartur, 'quo modo tu Caesar--as you turned yourself into
a Caesar. 146

At least in the eyes of the imposter adoption was about as·

skin deep as the charaoter of the fraud.

Again we are told that the rela-

tions between a step-son and a step-father were a slighter thing than those
between grandfather and grandson Ifprovignis cum vitrico levior neoessltudo
quam. avo adversum nepotem. n47
We are left without too much knowledge of the children of the family,
though they are often mentioned.

We do know, for instance, that the toga

virilis was bestowed somewhat early on Nero. 48 We know that thus Britannicus
were the toga praetexta of youth, while in shining contrast to him Nero wore
triumphal robes during the games in celebration of the latter's reception of
the toga virilis. We know, too, that Britannious had tutors for at the
shrewish instigation of the younger Agripp1na Claudius "Commotus hIs quasi
criminibus opttnum quemque eduoatorem filii exilio aut morte adfloit datos qUI

46

Ibid., 2.40.

47 Ibid., 3.29.
48

Ibid., 12.4.
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.

a noverca custodiae eius inponit."49

We know that as a youth Nero had turned his mind very unlike other
youths to carving. painting. singing. horsemanship, and poetry:
Nero pueri1ibus stat~ annis vividum animum in alia
detorsit: caelare. pingere. cantua aut reg1men equorum
exercere. et a1iquando canninibus pangendis inesse sibi
e1ementa doctrinae ostendebat.50

-

Alia primarily indicates Nero had other interests than those mentioned earl·
in the paragraph.

Yet the word leaves room to sur.mise that the pursuit ot -

eloquence was still one of the major preoccupations of Roman youths.

To be

sure. Nero did not omit entIrely the forensic arts for, on the occasion of
his marriage to Octavia, he spoke at length before the patres senatores on
Ranan beginnings at the fall of Troy.51

Nero's guardians. we are told, were

Burrus and Seneca "rectores imperatoriae juventae."52
It was customary for the children of the emperors to take their meals
in sight of their relatives, seated with others of their awn age at a table

of their own.

~os

habebatur principum liberos cum ceteris idem aetatis

nobilibus sedentes vesci in aspectu propinquorum propria et parciore
With his chosen taster Britannicus sat at one such table.
Britannicus was poisoned by Nero.

mensa~5J

It was here that

All of the family present knew the lad had

been murdered; confirmation came in the hurried burial on the very night ot

49
50
51
52
53

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

12.41.
13.3.
12.58.
13.2.
13.16.
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the orime.

Nero vindioated his hastiness by edict "Ita maioribus imstitutum

referens, subtrahere oculis acerba funera neque laudationibus aut pampa detinere."$4

Thus funerals of the young, since usually sadder than those of

the old, were by custom hurried through.

In this case though, Nero's great

haste was anything but humanitarian.
Alter the Augustan legislation against the childless, a family could
ren~rkably

enhance its politioal position by raising children.

motivated, no doubt, children were a burden.

To parents s

Consequently rather hard feel-

ings ran between parents who had undergone the 'burden' of childraising and
the parents who enjoyed the same political position by reason of an adoption
From the canplaints of the former we would suspect that their children were
a yoke not lightly borne.

Yet, generally, far fram unwelcomed, the Roman

son or daughter was honored with a position of eminence in the household.
Parents or guardians were ever present to help the children.

Their educatio

was a matter of no small importance, for in the children lay all the family
hopes.
When Poppaea gave birth to a daughter of Nero, the adulation was55 entirely without precedence in its magnitude and thus gives us little knawledge of the birthdays of other children.

Yet we can easily surmise how

eagerly at least Nero looked for a successor, related by blood, upon whom
the family hopes might be anchored.

54
55

Ibid., 13.17.
Ibid., 15.23.
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Great as may have been the force which lineage and a family

n~e

may

have exerted in first-century Rome, it pales before the power and authority
vested tn the paterfamilias over his wife, his children, his slaves, and his
fanns.

Thus to understand the paterfamilias is of the greatest tmportance

in grasping the Roman mentality toward the fam1ly.
That the husband was in theory at least, the lord and master of his
family realm is abundantly clear from the institution of the fam1ly council.
~

chief of this council the husband reigned supreme.

For certain offenses

a paterfamilias could thus inflict the death penalty upon members of his
immediate family.
foreign religions.

Pomponia Graecina, had been indicted for practise of
Instead of a public trial she was handed over to her

husband's family council--so great was his power,

A. Platutio ••• nupta
ao superstitionis externae rea, mariti judioio permissa.
Isque prisco instituto propinquis coram de capite famaque
conjugis cognovit et 1nsontem nuntiavit.56

Et Pomponia Graecina insignia famine.

Any trial in which the decision is to be

~

capite famaque ffnds the judge

in a very influential position.57

56

Ibid., 13.32. It is irrelevant whether Plautiu8 actually had patria
potestas over his wife, Pomponia. By the senate's decree he oertainly
had it effect1vely.Nh.at interests us 1s the institution, not an application.
57 Patria potestas gave a father of a family complete dominion over the li
or death of any of his children, just as he had it over his slaves or
his farm animals. When a Roman girl married, her husband obtained th1s
life and death dominion over her too, with the restriction that before
killing his wife a husband had to sunmon a 'family council' (on which
sat blood-relatives of the wife) and present his case before them.
Such dominion is perfectly consonant with the Raman concept of a
family as a completely self-contained world at whose center the father
reigned answerable to no-one save the gods. DOminion over the children
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Confirmation for the suspicion that the family council was an :Wlsti tution long outmoded by the first century can be had in the words prisco insti-

slaves, and animals was always ~d in Roman marriage; dominion over a
wife was had only in the ao-called manus marriages. In non~us marriages a wife remained under the dominion of her own father, if she were not
~ juris.
Yanus marriage is closely connected With the all-powerful role of the
paterfimIlias and an integral part of the ancient Roman concept 01' the
family. Since we shall have occasion to mention it frequently throughout
the thesis, a brief explanation of the manus marriage Will not be out of
place. We shall first place this marriage in reference to the other types
of Roman marriage. A brier explanation 01' the history, requirements, and
effects of the manus marriage will complete our treatment.
For Roman Jurists, legitimate marriage was 01' two classes, matrimo~ juris gentium (the term. is not theirs) and matrimoniwn. jus tum. This
latter was contracted between free Romans, with conubium, and free of impediments, physical or moral. There were two types of justum matrimonium.
One type was called t free marriage' wherein the wife did not leave the
~tria potestas of her awn father's family.
A second type 01' justwa ~rimonium was oalled 'manus marria~e' in which the wife left the patria
potestas of her 1'ather and came un er the just slightly modified ~tria
potestas 01' her husband or of his father i1' her husband were stil under
the patria potestas of his father. This slightly modified patria potestas
of the hUsband was called 'manus' whence, the marriage which gave this
power was called 'manus marriage. t
For its part, a manus marriage could be contracted three ways. Contarreatie was the form of manus marriage which emphasized religious a~
pects of the wife's inclusion in the sacra of her new family. Coemptio,
the second manus form, seems to have symbolized the ancient custom of witepurchase. Usus, the third way in which manus marriages could be performec:l
was not so iiiiiCii a ceremony as a de faoto co-habitation 01' a man and wanan
who considered themselves husbancr-and wite.
.
Schematically the di1'ferent kinds of marriage arrange themselves thus
A. Matrimonium justum-'Rom.an' marriage.
ohildren were sub patria potestate only here
1. Manus marriage--wife subjected to a mitigated patr!a potestas
a. could be contracted by contarreatio (religious aspects)
b.
n
"
"
"coemptio (wife-purchase symbelism)
c.
"
n
"
"usus (co-habitation for marriage)
2. Free marriage--w1fe remained under the potestas of her own father
B. Matrimonium juris gentium--Non-Roman marriages
or 01' Romans with impediments
or without conubium etc.
Requirements for manus marriages were almost the same as those

"...-
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tuto which Tacitus uses in connection with the FUmponia Graecina ineident.58

-

In context this phrase is of course just confirmatory.

Actual proof that

the council was outmoded must came from other sources than the Annals.

Thes

outside sources tell us that the fanily counci159 and even ~us marriages
themselves were by the first century rare occurrences.

Corbett, for one.

maintains "The husband had ceased being judge because the manus marriage was
was pas s ing away. "60

for free marriages. Both parties mus t consent, be of age, and have conubi'UDl. In manus marriages however, the girl must have the consent of her
rather, if he had patria potestas over her. This is obvious, for in the
manus marriage she passed from. his power and thereby frem his family into
her husbandts fanily where she was permitted to share its ancestor worship
All her property and especially her dowry became the property of her husband and his family. Her inclusion in the new family was symbolized. at
least in part, by the in domum de'uctio by which the husband brought his
wife to his house.
She is said to pass in manum, that is into the hand or power of her
husband. She becomes subTect to him almost--as-her-chi'idren will. But he
can not kill her unless with a family council, and, in case of a divorce
where the Wife is blameless he must return her dowry. But in all other
cases a wife in manu is in loco fil1ae to her husband. Simply" daughte
she could notenter intocontracts with her husband.
Corbett(2l9) points out, " ••• the manus marriage did not have dissolu
bility, non permanence, as in innate legal quality and one of the element
determining its character, as the free marriage had. 1t This does not exclude divorce fran a manus marriage as Corbett admits. A husband could
repudiate his wife in manu. though she could not cast oft her husband.
Such inequality is in cOlllplete harmony with the spirit of the institution
In later times a wife in manu could begin divorce proceedings. ct. Corbett, 242 andEdward Alexander Westermarck, ~ Historl2! Iilman Marriage,
Allerton Book Co., New York, 1922, III, 320.
58 At least according to Corbett, "129.
59 The Lex Julia de Adulteriis had not disbanded the family council but,
signrrfcantly,-nAa put
a substitute to take the place of the now obsolete institution. Cf. Corbett, 129-130.
60 Corbett, 129. With the .Annals alone as source book we might be hard
pressed to show that marriage involving manus was passing out of vogue.
It is clear, to be sure, that contarreati. was a rare celebration. Cf.
Taoitus, 4.16. But there were three ways to conter manus; oonfarreatio
was but one of them. Taoitus (4.16) does not say that manus ~rriage was

rn
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It was another husband, Titidius Labeo6l , who, in view of his wifets
profligacy, _s required to render an account why he had not taken any plDlitive action in the face of his wifets openly scandalous mode of living.
Labeo himself pleaded that the sicty days ordinarily granted for deliberatio
had not yet passed.
demnation.

Thus he was able to escape a share of his wifets con-

Indeed not only was the husband enpowered to act but it was felt

he had a-positive duty to begin trial and pronolDlce sentence.62
One of the striking examples of the waplitude of the patria potestaB
was the excuse Tiberius gave for the young son of Piso "Post quae Tiberius
adulescente.R

or~e

oivilis belli purgavit, patris quippe jussa nec potuiss

filium detrectare •••• "63

Thus it becanes clear that the lad might well have

been condemned as accomplice to his father's sedition, yet since he had
merely been oarrying out a fatherts commands he was judged innocent and
guiltless.

It is a somewhat strange contrast to

this, when"" find later

that a son instituted court proceedings against his own father.

To Tacitus

it is an appalling example of the heartlessness of the age.64

61
62

63
64

out of date. The question of the wife of the Flamen Dialis does not
prove anything except that manus in a very mitigated for.mwas conferred
in her marriage--not any-one elsets.
TacItUs, 2.85.
According to Corbett, 128-129 the jus necandi existed in free marriages
as well as marriages in manu. "It seems to tollow however fran the legal
relations of husband and-;;n:e so different in the manus and tree marriage
that only in the former could the husband or his paterfamilias summon and
preside over such a court •••• The trial of Panponia Graecina was referred
to the husband and relatives by special decision of the senate and does
not prove that husbands had this power by cammon law."
Tacitus, 3.17.
Ibid., 4.28.
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If we examine the father's position with regard to the marriages of his
children, we could easily gain the impression that the father's consent in
the marriage was the only point to be considered.

That is, if we merely

limit ourselves to a consideration of the marriage terminology.

"Tiberius

neptem Agrippinam ••• oum coram Cnaeo Domitio tradidisset, in urbe celebrari
nuptias jussit"65 or " ••• quos neptibus suis maritoa dest1naret •••• "66 We
learn that Gaius Caesar " ••• Claudiam ••• conjugio acoepit."67 Again a motion
.was

put on foot in the senate " ••• qua oraretur Claudius despondere Octaviam

Domitio."68 Corbett adds.
It is nevertheless likely that in anoient Rane
children were handled in this, as in other respects,
more or less like chattels. Provided they went through
with the fonns involved in confarreatio or ciemptio-and for the latter their mere presence may have~een all
that was legally required--there would doubtless be
little solicitude for their state of mind. Nor is there
anything to show that in free marriage any greater
measure of consent was at first required than that implied in the performance of in da.wn deductio.69
And yet in answer to Sejanus t request for the hand of Livia, Tiberius ex-

cuses himself " ••• posse ipsam Liviam statuere, nubendum post Drusum an in
penatibus isdem tolerandum haberet."70 As if it were not enough to point ou
that it was Livia's decision, the emperor adds a ••• esse illi matrem et aviam
propiora consilia."70 Mother and grandmother, not Tiberius, were more

65
66
67
68
69
70

Ibid., 4.75.
Ibid., 6.15.
Ibid., 6.20.
Ibid., 12.9.
Corbett, 54.
Tacitus, 4.40.
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natural advisers in a matter like this. 11

•

This gives us an insight into the actual workings of the legalities of
betrothal~riage.

Thus behind a facade of official language and ceremonial

couples to be married undoubtedly had much more influence in a choice of that
partners than we would be inclined to suspect.
~uris

However. if Livia was sui

then the lenient reaction ot Tiberius was a worthless indication of

an~

mitigation in the use ot patria potestas in the ancient marriage contracts.
If she were

~

juris Tiberius would have no rights in the question and his

magnanimity would be foolish.
juris. that she was

~

It is more than likely that she was not aliem

juris tor she was at the time well over thirty years

ot age, a wite whose father and grandfather had both long been dead.

How-

ever. it must be granted neither she nor Sejanus thought they could be
married without the approval ot Tiberius. probably because the marriage involved a flagrant misalliance.12
We glean all the details of the marriage ceremonies themselves fran two
travesties an marriage. that of Messaline and Silius and that of the emperor
Nero and one of his male favorites.13

Every detail ot the ceremonies but

11 Corbett. 51. points out that Justinian. Codex. ,.4.14. declares no ane
could be compelled to marry. Of course it must be borne in mind that
both Corbett and Justinian are considering the matter from the purely
legal viewpoint. Cf. also James Donaldson. Woman, Her Position and Influence ~ Ancient Greeoe ~ Rome ~ among the EarlY Christians. !midon. Langmann Green and Co •• 1901. 114. for corroberation of Corbett's
position.
12 Tacitus. 4.40.
73 The details of the ceremonies are in Tacitus 11.26-21 and 11.35 for
Messalina and 15.37 tor Nero's travesty.
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prolonged their profligacy.

But the tedium ot lengthier rites was avoided

more and more by first century Roman society.

Ancient patrician rite74 ot

marriage according to the spelt-cake was definitely out of vogue" though
Tacitus tells us it was retained by a tew tamilies •. Significantly enough"
one ot the very reasons reported by Tacitus tor the discontinuance was the
very ditficulty of the ceremonies themselves.75
Discussion ot the discontinuation ot contarreatio was occasioned in
Tacitus by a point ot ritual.

In tact so olosely related was confarreatio

to certain religious praotises that Corbett could say'
It is equally probable that this tonn ot marriage was already resorted to solely as a qualifioation tor the higher
priesthoods. and that it could be taken for granted that
no ordinary citizen had been married in this way.76
and,
If it had been cammon practice to marry with manus in
ordinary lite, this the t.act that the Flam.en Dialis
ot necessity married by confarreatio and that ot necessity his wite was in manu oould not have constituted a serious obstaC!e~cantarreatio.77
A Flamen Dialis was required to marry and that by contarretio.
farreatl0 was becoming more and more infrequent.
ferred to avoid the latent difficulties of manus.

Everyone ooncerned preBut the dilemma was solve

by dissociating contarreatio and manus for the Flamen Dialis, though" as

74 Ibid. 4.16.
75 ct. Henry Furneaux, ed, The Annals ot Tacitus" Oxford University. Press,
London" 1896, I" 465,n.13. Furneaux explains that even divorce fran
contarreatio (diffareatio) was as cumbersome as first getting married.
76 Corbett, 77.
77 Ibid •• 232.
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priesteas, his wife was to be under his tutelage just as if she wer.e under

manus. As priestess and only thus--i.e. in respect to her religious functions with her husband--was she under manus

tI'

••• sed lata lex, qua flaminica

D1alis sacrorum causa in potestate viri, cetera praniscuo feminarum iure
ageret ."78
Marriage
Annals.

imped~ent.

receive very scanty notice in the pages of the

Tacitus tells us that until the union of Claudius and Agrippina,

marriages had been prohibited between nieces and uncles.79

Even then it was

only per.mitted an uncle to marry his brother's daughter, not his sister's
"in fratrum filias." 80
We also learn that at the time second cousins were forbidden marriage
net sobrinarum diu ignorata solemnia tempore addlto percrebruisse."
ever, M. Hochart claims to have uncovered an error here.

Haw-

In proof of his

contention that cousins could and did marry, he proffers many examples of
just such marriages. 81

Fur.neaux, an the other hand, tells us of evidence:

That even wi thin this degree of relationship marriage
was at one t~e contrary to custom is afforded by a
recently discovered fragment of Livy mentioning a
patrician named Celius or Claelius who tpr~us adversus
. veterem liorem intra septimum cognationis gradum duxlt
uxorem. t ts2
M. Hochart more than likely did not have the newly discovered fragment, so

78 Tacitus, 4.16.
79 Ibid., 12.7
80 Ibid., 12.6
81 polydore Hochart, Nouvelles Considerations au Sujet Des Annales
Histoires, Thorin, PariS, 1894, 239-240.
82 Furneaux, II, 223, n.9.

~~
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the remark of Tacitus relevant to cousin marriages stands.

Ancieny custom

did prohibit the marriage but they came into practice gradually even despite
the prohibition.

Even more, Corbett Infonns us,

After the second Punic War, we find instances of intermarriage between first oousins, and this has become, if
not frequent, at least oammon enough to excite little
remark before the end of the Republic. 83
De facto, cousins did marry.
Secondary authors are of one mind that the pledge of marriage given at
betrothal was but the flimsiest nat~~e.

McDaniel tells us 84 a betrothal

ceremony in no wise produced any obligations on the betrothed.

Again, Don-

aldson.
the sponsalia or betrothal, though a private
act, was celebrated with great pomp; but the Romans
thought that tit was dishonourable that marriages should
be held together by the bond of a penalty, whether
future or already contracted,' and tit,' says Juvenal,
'you are not going to love the woman who has been by a
legal agreement betrothed and united to you, there seems
to be no reason why you should marry her.,85
Somet~es

Tucker is in agreement,

83

Corbett, 48. The passage In Tacitus, suspect of a lacuna of six or
seven letters has undergone serious emendation at the hands ot editors.
Yet with this statement of Corbett, one emendation has as much authority
as the next. Furneaux, II, 223, reads sobrinarum. Nipperdey, qloted in
Furneaux, ad loc., reads sobrinarum et consobrlnarum; Rev. Percival
Frost, ed., The Annals of Tacitus, Whittaker and Co., London, 1872, II,
301, in his commentary on this passage (he reads sobrinarum) ineptly
notes, "It is a curious popular custom which allowed first cousins to
mar~ and prohibited the union of second cous.ins." Of course the passag
in question does not require us to ascribe any such 'curious' notions to
eminently practical first century Romans.
84 Walton Brooks McDaniel, Roman Private Life and Its Survivals, Marshall
Jones Co., Boston, 1926,43.
---------35 Donaldson, 116.
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On the other hand. there was no legal compulsion whatevez'
to oarry out the contract. The Raman world knew nothing
of actions for breaoh of pranlse •••A family dispute. a
breath of suspicion. a change of circumstances, and even
an ~proved prospeot might be sufficient excuse. or no
excuse need be offered at all. 86

However. this opinion is somewhat at variance with the
the Annals.

~press1on

given by

Had there been no obligation attached to the betrothal of

Octavia to L. Silanus. Agrippina need not have resorted to

cr~e

to break

it off " •••nuptiasque Domitil ••• et Octaviae •• ~oliri; quod sine scelere perpatrari non poterat, quia L. Silano desponderat Octaviam Caesar ••• "87
To be sure the lad had been introduced by Claudius to the notice of the
mul titude by granting him. triumphal insignia and a marvelous gladiatorial
exhibition on the ocoasion.

Yet Agrippifia, to effect the removal of SI1anus

felt it neoessary to have him falsely accused of incest with his sister.
coclvicted. and expelled from the senatorial rank. 88
reason which necessitated the crime was
to follow the betrothal.

th~t

Of course the gravest

Claudius still wanted marriage

Thus it was he who was being circumvent ed. Howeve

the passage leaves one With the impressIon that some of the secrecy and crim
was necessary because the betrothal carried with It some obligation.

In vie

of the parler Agrippina influenced over Claudius it 1s altogether likely that
she would have been able to force him to re-betroth Octavia to Danitius.
She would have been able, were there no obligation involved in the first betrothal.

In support of thiS, Corbett assures USI

86 Tucker, 297
87 Taoitus, 12 • .3
88· Ibid., 12.4
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In substance and perhaps also in fom there was a mutual·
promise of marriage. a promise that breach of which entailed liabilities varying from time to time in the history of Rome.89
But there the interpretations must stand.
We can not fail to note the importance a Roman's family name and social
standing enjoyed.
page of the Annals.

Sane aspect of his family cult oocurs on almost every
This family supremacy is the burden of the parade of

Llbos, Lepidas, Pisos, and Sullas. We appreciate family history and tradition. too, as we watch the slow-moving funeral procession, mute testimony of
devotion to houses, of service to olans. We understand the alar.m and sanctions of Augustus brought aga inst the childless.

We see the honor given

children for, to some Romans, at least, children would insure continued service to their ancestors.
Family prestige, paterfamilias, and. manus are closely interwoven into
a pattern of patriarchal clan life. An all powerful, paterfamilias presides
at the family counoil in judgment over his wife. We weigh the force of
patria potestas and allegianoe to Rome itself. At the same time as the down
fall of oonfarreatio, manus marriages were becoming more and more infrequent
Intra-family marriage was permitted within formerly prohibited degrees. We
closed our oonsiderations with betrothal, the beginning of the family.

89 Corbett. 2.

CHAPTER III
WaoN

OF THE FAMILY

Whatever influence a family name may have carried in ancient Rome, no
matter how great

~

have been the political force wielded by the family

circle, the family's solidarity as a social
which it would never recover.

~

was undergoing strains fram

A finn moral union of father, mother, and

children was all but extinct or fast becoming so, because the mother, who
should have been the natural center of the hame and the focus of hearth
activity, was in her interests herself projected beyond her family.

A wife's

political power, her wealth, and her leisure took her away fram. her family.
Paradoxically, that marriage which was intended to unite her to her husband
and children was the main step in her emancipation fran any control.

It will

be easy enough to formulate the story Tacitus tells of the first century wife
and mother.

Between the lines of her story it will be still easier to appre-

ciate the strain her family was under.
For, between the lines we read of a family whose authority was divided,
a family whose wife, always 'domina. at home, had been recognized as 'domina.
abroad as well.

Tucker tells us why Roman men felt so little desire for the

marriage bond a
Their disinclination was the same as it is sometimes
alleged to be now-the increasing demands of women,
their unwillingness to bear the natural responsibilities of matrimony, their extravagant expectations,
and the impossibility of there being two masters in

35
O~e house claiming equal autho.rity.l

noble s could,

perhaps~

•

tolerate a wife who claimed equal authority.

accept a wife who clearly had more authority, more in~IJ1C'''' JIlO

For

re wealth than they or their whol,e families.

th~S

_s .

family's mother played a leading role in the politics of Rome.

y,40man whose manifold influence reached far into Senate, courts of

JBperor-' tribunals, and ar.my alike.
not

~ ~,

to no

~ne.

but of a mother

.!.!!.

It was generally the family of a

juris, master of her own domain, sub-

With few exceptions it was a family whose center though

t10a1ly strong and socially of high rank, was nonetheless not a loving
loved .::ife, nor a devoted and cherished mother.
pawn in a larger

~e

It was the family of a

of intrigue and advancement.

facitu,s first presents Liv1a Augusta, a wife who ruled a world's conand _ mother who chose his successor.

We are told her domestic life

.... '......... that of the grand old Roman wife of the fables.
the excessive number of her social contacts.

Not so, however,

She was a haughty, demand

-.other, a manageable ElJlough Wife, one suited to the intrigue of Augustus
the dup:J.icity of Tiberi us ,

Sanctitate domus priscum. ad morem, comis ultra quam
antiquis feminis probatum, mater inpotens, uxor facilis
e"t; cum. artibus mariti, simulatione filii bene composita. 2

tucker, 292.
!acitus, 5.1.
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However, critics are more severe.
her

rea~,

a

step~other

To them Livia was a burdensome mother to

curse to her hanel

Livia gravis in rem publicam. mater, gravis domui Caeearum
noverca.3
This was a Livia whose real power lay behind the scenes, whose plot against
her step-ohildren was as insidious, while they flourished, as her pretended
assistance was ostentatious once she had broken them.
Illic viginti annis exilium toleravit Augustae ope
sustentata, quae florentes provignos cum per occultum
subvertisset, misericordiam er~ afflictos palam os·
tendebat.4
That Livia was powerful is a fact.

Of her goodness, however, there is sane

doubt so that Donaldson can observe I
Livia, the wife of Augustus aDd the mother of Tiberius
was, according to some, the prime mover of most of the
public deeds during the reign of both; but a doubt
still remains whether we ought to place her among the
good or th~ bad.5
Livia's power lay in her influence over the nominal sources of all power,
Augustus and Tiberius.
So far.reaching was her power that her mere conversation with Plancina
hinted the subsequent ill·health and death of Germanicus "hoc egisee secretos
Augustae cum Plancina semones.-6 As stepll.other, Livia was linked with the
deaths of Gaius and Lucius Caesar.

3 Ibid., 1.10.
4

Ibid., 4.71.

6

Taaitus, 2.82.

5 Donaldson, 123.

~~------,
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••• Lucium Caesarem euntem ad Hispaniensis exercitus.
Gaium ••• vulnere inva11dum mors fato propera vel novercae
Liviae dolus abstu11t.7
We learn that as time and plans progressed, Tiberius was no longer shown to

the ar.mies by Liviats secret diplomacy but by her brazen commands
•••non obscuris. ut antea matris artibus, sed palam
hortatu.7
Nor need we marvel; Livia had by then chained the aged Augustus

~

senem

Augestum devinxerat.7
After the death of Augustus, the praise given to Livia was without precedent, but so too was her vast powers

Some wished to name Augusta tParent

of her country,' others, 'Mother of her country,t -Alii parent em, alii
matrem patriae appellandam. n8 A plan even more drastic was proposed.

Tiber

ius was to be henceforth styled "Juliae filius. H8 Such a title was more tha
a veiled hint as to Where patria potestas really lay in that family.
Urgulania was a woman of great p01fer in Rane--due entirely to her
friendship with Livia.9 Augusta, too, created the consul, Fufius, who rose
to power at her beck.

In a letter to the senate after

Au~stats

death,

Tiberius lashed out against 'feminine friendships,' against the men who rose
to power through the influence of wanens
~in et parte ejusdem epistulae increpuit amicitias
muliebria, Fufium consulem oblique perstringens. Is

7 Ibid., 1.3.
8 Ibid., 1.14. It is noteworthy that Tiberius vetoed these measures as
unbecoming a woman.
9 ~., 2.34.
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gratia Augustae floruerat ••• lO

•

A new state obtained when women granted the consulate.
Livia had a deep effect em Tiberius. While she was alive she became a
refuge in the storm of informers that arose during his princ1pate.

Respect

for his mother was deeply rooted in Tiberius:
Nam incolumi Augusta erat adhuc perfugium. quia Tiberio
inveteratum. erga matrem obseqium. ll
But when Livia died there remained no refuge.
Agrippina the elder was another wife of unbelievable political power.
though most of it remained potential.

Her influence alone prevented the

demolition of the bridge across the Rhine.
to the returning legions of her husband.
place. she performed his duties.

She alone

~ve

praise and thanks

She took the absent general t s

She inspected the legions.

bounty. paraded her son Caligula before the soldiers.

~ve

of her

On the other hand.

she thus incurred the deep hatred of Tiberius who felt that her ambition was
not directed against German hordes but agamst himself. What was left for
the general when a woman usurped his post to exerciae his military duties:
•••ac ni AgrippiDa inpositum Rheno pontem solvi prohibuisset. erant qui id flagitium formidine auderent.
Sed fanina ingens animi munia ducis per eos dies induit,
militibusque ut quia inops aut saucius vestem et fomenta
dilargita est. Tradit C. Plinius. Germanicorum belloruB
scriptor. stetisse apud principium. pontis laudes et grates
reversis legionibus habentem. Id T1berii animum altius
penetravit I non en1m s implicis eas curas. nec adversus
externos studia militum quaeri. Nihil relictum. 1m.pera-

10
11

Ibid ••
Ibid ••

5.2.
5.3.

rr
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•

toribus. ubi femina manipulos 1ntervisat. signa adeat.
largitionam tamptet. tamquam parum amb1tioBe filium
ducis gregali habitu conterat. Caesaremque Caligulam
appellari velit. Potioram apud exercitus Agrippinam
quam legatos. quam duces; campress&m a muliere seditionam. cui namen principis obsistere non qu1verit. l2

Here was a woman more influential with Roman armies than imperial envoys.
generals. even an emperor 1 Of course any woman so powerful merited the
hatred of Augusta. all the more that Agrippina's fiery temper would brook
little tran L1v1a. l 3
Upon Agrippina's return to Rome with the ashes of Germanicus the sorrow
she eliCited. the tears she provoked made her. if only for a time. one of
the most influential members of Rome's nobility.14
However. Agrippina's politioal prestige becomes even clearer in another
of her many setbacks.

Her second cousin. Claudia Pulchra. was accused of

adultery. employing poisons. and invoking spells against Tiberius.
Claudia's friend# Agrippina felt that she was herself on trial.
monstrated with Tiberius.

Being

She re-

Claudia. a descendent of Augustus. had befriended

Agrippina. true progeny of the heavenly race of Augustus. It!!, imaginem veram
eaelesti sanguine ortam. tt15

Tiberius seized Agrippina by the arm aDd warned

her that she was not therefore deprived of her due if she lacked the throne
ttnon ~ laedi quia ~ regnaret. tt15

This answer would ie senseless except

in a realm'whose family was politically powerful. whose Wives enjoyed a full

12
13
14
15

Ibid ••
Ibid ••
Ibid ••
Ibid ••

1.69.
1.33.
2.13; 3.1; 3.4.
4.52.
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share of the power and who. could. conceivably. desire to rule opeBly_
•

A wife whose activity extended so far beyond her family circle was

hardly to be relegated to ....oman·s quarters" as was the Greek and oriental
wife.

Both Agrippina and Planoina accompanied their husbands to the Naba-

tean court banquet. 16

On a later occasion Agrippina reclined at table next

to Emperor ~ propter discumberet. 1 1
Thus Tucker could say of the wife at Rome:
She walks or is carried abroad at her pleasure, attends
the publio games in the Circus, and goes with her husband to dinner-~rties, where she reclines at the meal
just as he does. 18
But in the provinces, not only did she dine with the prOvince's magistrate.
her husband, but in a sense he dined with her.

It was a well known fact

that before the provincials the Roman wives cast off the veil which hid
their political power at Rame.

In the provinces wives openly shared their

husband's duties.
Legislation was proposed to ban the wives of magistrates from the provinces.

From the defeat of the proposal Donaldson argues that the abuses

were not as great as depicted:
Wives went with their husbands to their provinces, and
often took part in the administration of them. Sane of
the old stern moralists were :for putting an end to this
state of matters. and proposed that they should not be
allowed to accompany their husbands to their spheres of

16 Ibid., 2.57.

17

~.,

4.,4.

18 ~er, 302.
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duty; but~ after a debate in the Senate. the measure was •
rejected by a large majority~ who thereby affir.med that
their help was beneficial.19
For us it suffices to know that the Wife began and carried out business negotiations. Whether well or not is another question.
At any rate when she was present there were two magbtrates to salute.
there were two tribunals.
once curbed by the Oppian

The more imperious orders were the
Law~

wifets~

now broke her bit and ruled home#

who.

law-courts~

and army:
Ab his negotia suscipi, transigi} duorum egressus coli,
duo esse praetoria, pervicacibus magis et inpotentibua
mulierum ius sis quae Oppiis quondam aliisque legibus
constrictae, nunc vinelia excolutis domas, fora, iam
et exercitus regerant. 20
.At

Rome~

women were content to ha_ the power without actually exeroising it.

Messalina was another wanan who ruled the whole of Rome as her home.
She was a wife to whom her husband was bound, and at whose nod so many Romans
were murdered,
Reputantes hebetem Claudium. et uxori devinctum multasque
mortes jussu Messalinae patratas. 2l
Messalina forced Poppaea into 'voluntary' suicide by threat. of the dungeon. 22
Asiaticus was disgusted when forced to suicide by the lies of Messa1ina
"fraude mu1iebri."23

19
20
21
22
23

Donaldson, 122.
Tacitus, 3.33.
Ibid., 11.28.
~•• 11.2.
Ibid., 11.3.
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Claudius paid one of the greatest
wife's political power.
paramour.
not. 24

compl~ents

given by a

Rom~to

his

In his absence, Messalina had 'married' S1lius, her

.,

Claudius was uncertain whether she had legally divorced him or
If Messalina had divorced him, she was married to Sllius.

Tacitus

tells us that Claudius went about asking if Silius or lie were emperors
Satis constat eo pavore offusum Claudium ut identidem
interr~garet an ipse imperii potens, an Silius privatus
esset.'5
What foundation for his fears could Claudius have had, unless a deepseated
suspicion that the sovereinty would follow Messalina and rest upon himwhan
she married.

Perhaps he felt the ruling power was a gift of the armies and

24 Claudius thus seems to indicate a wife could divorce her husband without
his knowledge, let alone consent. Certainly in the story Tacitus gives
us, Claudius thought such a divorce procedure was possible. If such a
process were legal, we have another indication of the husband-wife equal
ity at Rome.
According to Corbett (228 et seq.) Justinian in his Digesta (24.2.9
maintained that the lex Julia de-adUIteriis required seven adult Roman
witnesses besides the freedman-Used in the proceedings to insure the
validity of a divorce. However, Corbett (229) tells us, "The obstacle
in the way of taking D.24.2.9 at its face value is, according to Levy,
the multitude of texts which imply that divorces accomplished without th
formalities ascribed to the lex Julia were legally valid. Thus ••• the
~ expulit ... and the • absente ~ 2! ~ ejus discesserit' ... all
signify divorce, and Levy will not admit that these terms, specifying a
part for the whole cannote formal notification with witnesses."
Though the question remains unanswered for us, Corbett (225) seems
to take a saner view than that of Levy, "We are left to the inference
that the law of a monogamous people can not have suffered a series of
marriages each automatically cancelling its predecessor. Such a condition would have rendered impossible any effective repression of adultery
or bigamy, since the culprit could always take refuge in the allegation
that one marriage had been dissolved and a second contracted."
Whether any proceedings were needed or not, the divorce ceremon¥
was exceedingly stmplified, at least in free marriages. Tucker ()05)
assures us, "The man ••• had only ••• say, ••• 'Take your own property.' The
woman on her side need only give similar notice and 'take her departure.
25 Tacitus 11.31.

4,3
the people.

If so. he feared that they would bestow it upon the husband of

Messalina. whoever he be.
in

a woman.

True. imperium had never officially been invested

But it was indicative of her position in Rome that Claudius

could wonder whether a woman might not transfer the imperium at will 1
As we can well imagine statues. portraits. and. names of women stood

side by side with those of Reman men in public and private 'buildings of the
city.

Same

time after the accession of Tiberius. Livia dedicated a portrait

to Augustus not far trom the theater

o~Marcellus.

On the tablets in com-

memoration of the event she placed her name before that of her son, T1berius
Neque enim multo ante. ~ baud procul theatro Marcelli
effigiem divo Augusto Julia dicaret. Tiberi nomen suo
postscripserat. 26
Livia by this act stirred the hidden wrath of Tiberius but yet her name remained on the inscription set before the eyes of the people.

All Messalina'

portraits and statues are ordered destroyed after her downfall,
Oblivionem ejus senatus censendo nomen et effigies
privatis et publicis locis demovendas. 2 7
Another factor in the breakdown. of the family's spirit of solidarity
was that in Rome the wife. at least when marrying for the first time, was a
child bride.

Girls at Rome were often betrothed in infancy. then, again.

formally, at about their tenth year, and married a bout their twelfth or
thirteenth year.

Daughters who had not married by their nineteenth or twen-

tieth year were by that token considered liabilities.

26
27

Ibid., ,3.64.
Ibid., 11.,38.

Although dispensati
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in £avor of an earlier 28 marriage were not unheard of. the legal marriageage £or the bride was. according to Tucker. the twel£th years
A roman girl with a reasonable dowry might expect to be
married at any age from about 13 to 18 •••• The legal age
was 12.29
Such early marriages seem to preclude a marriage based on antecedent love.
At least so it seems to Tucker who adds:
•••with it marria~ very seldom began With love. or
even with direct personal choice. but was in most instamee, entirely a mariage ~ convenance and arranged
for them as such •••• Experience has shown that the
result was too often unsatisfactory.30
Davis. too. is sceptical of this aspect of Roman marriages:
In ancient times a marriage for love was usually with a
widow or a divorced woman. The possibility of a purely
sentimental attachment for a wife. who was perhaps only
ten years old when affianced. was not very great.31

Perhaps Davis is right.

However no-one will deny that a marriage without

some antecedent attraction runs grave danger o£ dissolution if contracted in
a society whose sanction on divorce is nil.

Such was marriage at Rame.

Young Roman wives found themselves £aced with this insecurity.

Finding the

husbands cool and disaffected. finding their children non-existent. these
wives entered the handiest avenue open to sel£-expression. the road o£ poIi tical intrigue and power.

28 Furneaux. II. 2l9.n.10.
29 Tuc leer. 294.
30 Ibid •• 292.
)1 DaVis. 288. To consider the relative merits of the mariage de convenance and the so-called 'marriage for love' as we know it ~u~carry
us too far a£ield. Both have arguments in their favor.

Messalina.32 for example, was about 14 or 15, when she married.claudius,
who was canparatively an old man.

Her whole checkered career she crowded

into eight or nine years for she was but 23 when put to death by Claudius.
Octavia, we are told,33 was 20 when put to death by Nero in A.D. 62.

Even

granting Furneaux34 that she was 22 when murdered, she was still betrothed
at nine and married at 13 to a Nero who himself was barely 16.35
One wife, however, whose marriage was preceded by 'love f 36 was Agrip·
pina. .; the younger.37

Thus the tyranny which she could start was even more

brutal than that of her predecessor, Messalina.

Tacitus styles Agrippina's

tyranny an almost masculine servitude "quasi virile sel'vitium."38

Here was

a woman whose enmity extended beyond her fanily into the whole Raman world.
She exiled Lollia Paulina because she was unable to tolerate any rival for
Claudius.

And this, Agrippina was able to do, despite Lollia's great pres-

tige, heritage, and influence at Rame.40

Calpurnia, too, suffered ruin,

because Claudius had by chance praised her appearances
Et Calpurnia.••• perverti tur quia forlllWIl ejus laudaverat
princeps, nulla libidine sed fortuito sermone.40
Later, Damitia Lepida, Nero's aunt, rivaled Agrippina for the affection of

32 Furneaux, II, 42, n.4.
33 Tacitus, 14.64.
34 Furneaux, II, 468, n.8.
35 Tacitus, 12.58.
36 Though to Romans it was 'incest.'
37 She was simultaneously daughter of an lmperator (of Germanicus) and an
emperor's mother (of Nero), sister (of Caligula), and wife (of ClaUdius)
Cf. Tacitus 12.42.
38 Tacitus, 12.7.
39 Ibid., 12.22
40 ~., 12.22.

-

Agrippina's own son.

Domitia was removed forever "perdita prius Dom!tia

Lepida muliebribus causis. 1t41

This is an unorthodox but no doubt effective

method of maintaining family unity.
~ippina

forced Claudius to his most cruel abuses.

the gardens of Statilius Taurus.

Once she desired

They were hers for the accusing:

At Claudius saevissima quae que promere adigebatur ejusdem
Agr1ppinae artibus, quae stat ilium Taurum oplbus inlustrem
hortis ejus inh1ans pervertit accusante Tarqultio Prisco. 42
Agripplna was thus greatly responsible for the brutality of Claudius 1
She was already in the habit of entering the Capitol in a carriage, an
honor of old reserved for priests and holy objects:
Carpento Capitoloum ingredl, qui honos sacerdotibus et
saoris antiquitus consessus venerationem augebat feminae. 43
jVhen her henchman, litellius, was accused of treason, Agripplna alone saved
him, not so much, significantly, by entreaty but by actual threats levelled
at Claudius a
••• praebuisset auris Caesaris nIsi Agrippinae minis magis
quam precibus mutatus esset •••• 44
So overtowering had this wife's pride became, so widespread her influence
that when Caratacus and his Britons appeared before Claudius they were oblige
to bow before two royal reviewing stands--that of Claudius and that of Agrippina.

It was an innovation pointing to her claims as companion in an empire
Agrippinam quoque haud procul alio suggestu conspicuam

Ibid., 12.64.

"I'bId., 12.59.
Ibid., 12.42.
4
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47
isdem quibus principem laudibus gratibusque venerati sunt.·
Novum sane at moribus veterum insoli tum. feminam sign1s
Romanis praesidere; ipsa semet parti a maioribus suis imperll sociam ferebat. 45

As a wife she

ola~ad

part of the rule as her awn.

Upon the accession of Nero, Agrippina had been voted two lictors and
made priestess to Claudius "Deoreti et a senatu duo lictores, flamonium
Claudiale. "46 After Nero' ,s accession, and" indeed, without his knowledge but
at the command of Agrippina, Lucius SI1anus was re.moved fram the race "ignaro
Nerone per dolum Agripplnae. n4 7

Silanus simply was as logical a choice for

emperor as her son" Nero.
If Agrippina were not the second empress to kill her husband,48 she certainly was the second mother to present an empire to her son.
the empire upon him.
debtedness.

She bestowed

Nor would she ever tire of reminding Nero of his In-

In a harsh answer to Damitia S11ana she could say:

•• ~eis oonsiliis adoptio et proconsu1are jus et designatio
consulatus et cetera apiscendo imperIo praepararentur.4 9
She it was who had paved the way to Nero's principate.
Later, Agrippina had so tightened her grip on the imperium that she
actually attempted to ascend the emperor's official tribunal while in session
in the Pa1atium.

45

She would openly exercise the power she wielded behind the

Ibid., 12.37.
Ibid." 13.2.
47 Ibid., 13.1.
48 I'tTs not certain that Livia murdered Augustus
49 ~., 13.21.

46

48

formality of a husband and son.
she approached the tribunal.

Nero however descended to meet his mbther as

He thus managed to avert an open manifestation

of his mother's triumphsl
quin et legatis Armeniorum causam gentis apud Neronam
orantibus escendere suggestum imperatoris et simul
praesidere parabat, nisi ceteris pavore defixis Seneca
admonuisset, venienti matri occureret. Ita specie
pietatis obviam itum dedecori.50
Pretending filial homage Nero thus continued to cloak over his mother's influence.
Closely connected with the position of the wife both in and out of the
family was her almost unbounded personal wealth. Within the family circles
her private wealth made her the equal of her husband and in many oases even
subjeoted

h~

to her dominion.

can not lang stand.

A house divided against itself, we are told,

A Roman house was no exoeption.

Outside the family

cirole a wife's personal wealth was in large part a foundation for her power
and influence in politics and law.

Tacitus gives ample testimony to her re-

sources.
Livia was named principal co-heir in the will of Augustus "Tiberium.!!.
Liviam heredes habuit."5l When we consider the wealth given to others in the
will, we realize that Livia was an extremely wealthy widow.
Junia, too, possessed iIllll.ense personal fortunes.

50

At her death many

Ibid., 13.5.
1.8. About 43,000,000 sesterces were left to the nation: 1000 to
each of the praetorian guards; 500 to each of the city troops; 300 to
each of the legionaries and members of Roman citizen cohorts.

51 IbId.,

49
nobles were mentioned in her will; Xiberius was not in their number,·
Testamentum. ejus multo apud wlgum rumore f'uit quia
magnis opibus cum ferme cunctos pro ceres cum honore
nominavisset Caesar~ omisit.52
In

her infatuation for Si1ius, Messalina poured wealth, honor, and the royal

entourage itself upon

h~

" ••• largiri opes, honores, postremo ••• servi, li-

berti, paratus principis apud adulterum visebantur."53
younger Agrippina, proposed to transfer
her son, the emperor Nero.

~er

One Raman mother, the

private wealth into the hands of

Tacitus tells us that her personal resources a1-

most equalled those of the emperor himself.
~in ••• 8t

suarum opum quae haud procul
copias tradebat.54

~peratoris

aberant

We are lett to surmise the wealth of 10111a Paulina, who was granted 5,000,00
sesterces of her confiscated property to assuage her exile.
Ita qUinquagiens sestertium ex opibus immensis exu1i re1ietum.55
No such solaoe was given the

weal~hy

wifes

•• • Egnatia Maximi1la. magnis primum et integris coplis.
post ademptis.56
She was not permitted .to take any of her wealth into exile.
We gain some idea of the wealth which had accumulated in the hands of
w~en

if we consider that two hundred years before the

t~e

of Nero, legis-

lation was planned to limit the exorbitant amount of Roman money which was

52 Ibid ••
53 1]):[ci.,
54 Ibid ••
55 ~.,

56

3.76.
11.12.
13.13.
12.22.
~., 15.71.
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already in the hands of matrons.

Chehayl tells

•

USI

••• by 169 B.C. so much capital was accumulating in the
hands of wanen that it appeared to constitute a danger,
and by the Lex Voconia of that year women could no
longer be named heirs in legacies.57
Such a law was evaded. of course. so that Chehayl could add I
Gradually, the old family jurisdiction over wanen, which
was connected with •• ~rital and tutorial power, became
weakened, and wamen increased in social and economic independence and importance.57
That was 169 B.C., but the trends had already begun.

These were tendencies

which found their completion in the family and worked havoc on the hane of
two centuries later.
A wife's dowry proved the occasion of great influence over her husband.
If he wished to divorce her, he was responsible for the dowryts retur.n.
husbands

f~cially

an insufferable wife.

Thus

embarrassed would have to bear up with what to them was
Such a husband simply could not afford a divorce.

A

wife, with this in mind, assumed rights and privileges never intended for
Roman wanen.

Davis points out I

••• the lot of the suitor who made a rich marriage and
whose spouse persisted in living. was not always a
happy one. If the lady knew her vantage ground, she
might then rule her husband with a rod of iron. Her
husband was her guardian but not a scrap of her property could he alienate or contract away without her
consent. He became the slave of his wifets fortune.58

57 Chehayl, 98.
58 Davis, 290 et seq. We need not be detained by the technicality that the
wife's dowry belonged to the husband. Dowry laws had become so complicated that effectively, at least, the husband was but guardian of the
wife's portion, Thus Corbett, (155) can maintain, "In Greece and in the
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It proved a slavery from which none but the wealthy were emancipated.
Moderate sized dowries among the senators and nobility often ran as high
as a million sesterces.
Agrippats daughter.

This was the dowry given by Tiberius to Fonteius

Her father had offered her as prospective Vestal Virgin.

though another was chosen in her place nEt Caesar quamvis
sestert1i dote solatus est."59

posthabit~

decies

This was not unprecedented for a wife as Davi

assures us a
With a girl of the highest classes ••• the bridegroan might
look for even 1,000,000 8es.60
Her marriage could then be a stepping-stone to power.
Because a mother or wife exercised great political power, she could as
easily incur grave political censure.

Though no woman would be accused of

seeking the imperium for herself, she could be and was indicted for aid, or
even sympathy given her husband and son in their attempt to grasp the reins
01"

g.overnment,
Ne feminae quidem exsortes periculi. QUia occupandae rei
publicae argui nan poterant. ob lacriE~s incusabantur;
necataque est anus Vitia, Fufii Gemini mater, quod filii
necem flevisset.6l

!
Greek-speaking East. ~e t'\f '\ remains the property of the wife; but at Rome
dos always belongs, from the strictly legal point of view, to the husband.
EVen at Rome however, it is popularly regarded as the wife'S portion; and
we also find jurists describing it as her 'patr~onium' because of the
increasingly frequent duty of restoration. Under the late Empire it is
gradually assimilated to the Greek institution, for the most practical
purposes, by a series of enactments that effectually prevent its absorption in the husband's estate."
59 Tacitus, 2.86.
60 Davis, 291.
61 Tacitus, 6.10.
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,

EVen the tears of an influential mother were cause enough for death.·
Despite the wife's accumulated wealth, despite her acknowledged power
in the politics of Rame, despite her hold over an impoverished husband, she
still owed much of her prestige and influence to her married state.

Corbett

points outs
For her the wife , marriage impl,ied a profound change
of status. Even when the we1lnigh absolute power of
manus ceased to be assigned to the husband, giving way
to the more equal relations of free marriage, the position of the justa uxor continued to be legally as well
as socially distinC't""from. that of the spinster.62

To have been married once, though, sufficed, for the divorcee enjoyed most of
the legal advantages of justa

~.

Generally, in marriages between free Romans, wives assumed the social
status of their husbands o

However some wives were so neglectful of their

status that the senate under Tiberius prohibited wanen whose father, grandfather, or husband had been even a Rom.an knight, from advertising their
bodies for s ale on the prostitute lists :63
Eodem anno gravibus senatus decretis libido feminarum
coercita cautumque, ne quaestum corpore faceret cui avus
aut pater aut maritus eques Ramanus fuisset.64
The wife of Titidius Labeo, a woman of praetorian family, had joined her name
to the lists of the

~diles.

By this means she had sought to avoid

censu~

of the ~ Julia de adulteriis.65 But for esteeming her rank so little she

62 Corbett, 108.
6.3

64
6

By doing so they lost their status as 'matronae.' Cf. Furneaux, I,.347,n.
14.
Tacitus, 2.85.
Furneaux I
48 n.l. and an excellent summar in Corbett 140.
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banished.66
An even graver punishment was imposed on free women who lived in concu-

binage67 with another's slave.

She herself became a slave. according to Taci-

·tus. if the slave's ovmer was ignorant of the union.

If the owner had known

of it, whe was to be numbered among his freedwomen •
••• de poena feminarum quae servis conjungerentur, statuiturque ut ignaro domino ad id prolapsae in servitute. sin
consensisset. pro libertis haberentur.68
.lliatever can be said of the wife's powers. she lost them all when reduced to
servitude.

Slaves were but chattel in the ancient economy.

Of course. not even every Wife or mother thought so little of a husband's
or father's position.

Not every married woman used political prestige and

opportunities to tyrannize their husbands.

Not every woman exacted a rigorous

account of the wealth she had entrusted to her husband.

Livia and the elder

Agrippina were models of the devotion Romans expeoted of a wife and the love
they sought from a mother.
Among the homes of the lesser nobility. too. there are examples of wives
devoted to their husbands.

Pomponius Labeo's wife chose to accompany her hus-

66 Corbett. 142 indicates that this punishment was not at all intolerable.
It was later changed to death.

67. This applies in cases where there was no adultery involved. of

68

course~

but only fornication. Concubinage is the word# not marriage for there
was not marriage between free Romans and slaves. Even slaves did not
marry among themselves. though there existed a marriage equivalent: 22::.tubernium. Cf. Corbett. 30.
Tacitus, 12.53.
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band to death after his accusation. 6 9
his wife went to their death. 69

In like manner Mamercus Scauru~ and

Egnatia Maximilla chose to forfeit vast es-

tates in order -lio accompany her husband into exile. 70

Artoria Flacilla thus

shared the exile of her husband.70
Pompeia Paulina. indeed, attempted to follow her husband. Seneca, to a
self-imposed death.

She was kept from death by order of Tiberius.

She spent

her few remaining years in mourning'
••• oui addidit paucos postea annos, 1audabi1i in maritum
memoria et ore ac membris in eum pal10rem albentibus.71
Antistia Politta shared her husband's banishment into Asia.72 1ihen he had
been beheaded.73 she embraced his bleeding corpse. and treasured deeply the
bloodied robes she wore that day.
soled mourning.

Thus widowed Antistia remained in uncon-

For herself she took only enough food to ward off death:

••• cruentamque cervicem ejus amplexa servabat sanguinem
et vestas respersas, vidua inpexa 1uctu continuo nee u1Iis
alimentis nisi quae mortem arcerent.74
Among the Raman wives of the Annals Po1itta seems almost an exception.
Arria. wife of Thrasea Paetus was another wife who rose above her times.
~he

wished to follow her husband in suicide even as her mother had joined her

father.

Paetus was able to dissuade her from suicide with him.

not to deprive their child of its sole support,
69 Ibid., 6.29.
70 ~., 1$.71.
71 IbId.. 15.64.
72 Ibid.. 14.22.
73 Ibid., 14.58.
74 Ibid., 16.10.

He asked her
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Arriamque temptantem mariti suprema et exemplum Arriae
matris sequi monet retinere vitam filiaeque communi
subsidium unicum non adimere.75

•

In obedience to her husband she would remain alive.
A Roman Wife was priestess in her own family.

Antistia, Pollitta, and

Arria were wives of a moral stature consonant with their
as priestesses.

religi~us

character

In the days previous to the breakdown of the family aspects

of Roman religion, a wife shared intimately in the family's services in
honor of her husband's ancestors.

Certain phases of confarreatio had no

other avowed intent than to render the new wife acceptable to the family's
ancestry.

Fowler well points out:
Within the family every act, every relation, was
matter of religion; the numina had to be considered
in regard to it. The end and aim, then as throughout
Roman history, was the maintenance of the sacra of the
family without which it could not be conceived as
existing--the due worship of its deities, and the religious care of its dead. Take marriage as an example:
"The entry of a bride into the household--of one who
as yet had no lot in the family life--meant some straining of the relation between the divine and human members," and the human part of the family must be assured
that the divine part is willing to accept her before the
step can be r~garded as complete. She has to enter the
family in such a way as to share its sacra: and if confarreatio was <as we may believe) the oldest form. o f
patrician marriage, the bride was subjected to a cereillony which was plainly of a sacramental character •••• 76

Thus hasband and wife both shared in the religious homage due their ancestry
It is noteworthy,

h~Kever,

that nowhere in the Annals do we find any

75 Ibid., 16.34.
76 w.warde Fowler, The Religious Experience ~ ~ Roman People, l1acmillan
and Co., London, 1922,274.
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reference to fwnily religious functions performed by husband and wife.
his silence, of course, Tacitus proves nothing absolutely.
he had no occasion to mention family religious services.

By

Perhaps he felt
Nonetheless his

silence is at least consonant with the breakdown of family religious practic
and the disuse into which confarreatio had fallen.

Considering the silence

of Tacitus we have a high probability that just as the husband had relinquished certain of his priestly functions, his Wife, too, no longer considered herself priestess in the home.
However the Roman wife had not lost every mark of her priestess
ter.

cl~rac-

Wives still performed religious functions though outside their family

circles.

After the great fire in Rome married women propitiated Juno with

feasts and night long vigils of distinctly religious character.

The matrons

performed their service first on the Capitol, then on the nearest seashore,
whence water was brought for sprinkling the temple and Juno's statue.
Ac propitiata Juno per matronas, primum in Capitolio
deinde apud proximum mare, unde hausta aqua templum
et simulacrum deae perspersum est; et sellisternia ac
pervigilia celebravere feminae quibus mariti erant.7 7
Donaldson observes:
Marriage was not an obstruction to the services of a
god, if the god presided over functions that were consistent with it ••• 76
Significantly, however, both Tacitus and Donaldson speak of religious functions outside the private family circle.

77
78

Tacitus, 15.44.
Donaldson, 129.

Thus even in her service of the
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deities# a wife looked beyond the confines of her family_

Agri ppina los

appointment as priestess of Claudius79 proves nothing except that in one instance the state chose a priestess for one of its deceased emperors fran that
emperor's family.

But it was State religion# not family.

Perhaps it was precisely because the wife in theory# at least# became so
closely united with her husband's ancestry that Tacitus censures the marriage
of Augustus and Livia while the latter was pregnant.

Augustus felt obliged t

cons~lt the pontifex whether a pregnant woman could wed ~:80

Abducta Neroni uxor et consulti per ludibrium pontifices
an conceptu necdum edito partu rite nuberet. 81
For one objection to the religious purity of the union:

Livia did not bear

the children of the Cawsars whose worship she# at least theoreticallY6 began
with her second marriage.

Part of her share in the household was to bear

children vT.ho would carryon the family anoester worship.
Such is the Roman wife and mother wham Tacitus portrays in his Annals.
A proper evaluation of the first century family must of necessity take her
into consideration.

Although she was a woman who owed her freedom to her

marriage# she was a wife Who held unbounded resources independently of her
husband and family.
d~inished

79
80

81

Her wealth led to political influence which was not

because exercised behind the facade of husband and father.

So

Tacitus 6 13.2
I take rite to mean: in accor~ with the religious force involved in
confarreatio. There could have been no question here of more legality.
Not the pontifex but the legisperitus dealt with purely legal thorns.
Tacitus 6 1.10.
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ifl..l'luential, she was not to be banished to (, women f s quarters.')

She .iialked

where she would, talked with whom she would, and dined as her husband's
s:Jcial equal.
In the provinces her wealth and power were more manifest.

She shared,

even if she did not usurp, the very external fUnotions of her husband's rule.
She could instigate law su.its and enter the courts as chief accuser.

Hers,

too, and only hers, were various priestly offices in the State religion which
supplanted the traditional family anoester worship.
And

despite all her weal·t;h and influenoe, or perhaps beoause of it82

examples were not laoking of harmonious domestio life, of wives as devoted
to their husbands and families as the majority were to their own personal
wealth, prestige, and pleasure.

82

Cicero, De Seneotl.lte,
gre gantur."

7., tells us: It?ares ••• cum paribus facillime con-

~------------------------------~
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C}W)TER IV

THE FAMILY AND TF.i: TIMES
We often speak of iIlDIloral times when, in cold logic,

'Re

really mean

that at a given time mon and v/omen are irn:noral or a large portion of them
ar€; so.

Men and women are iIlDIloral not times.

Yet even . . rhen 'Vie acbllJNlt:ldge

widespread immorality of men and women, 'we do not often consider the fact
tl~t

it is the immorality of family·members.

nectee with the political, economic,

A family is so intimately con-

religious~

and social ramifications of

a peorle that thai:- families irnr.1ediatcly reflect their morality.

somehow' connected 'with a family.

Bveryone is

Thus if men and Viomen are morals their

families are moral, because they are their families.
The Annals portray a good portion of far..ily members not living up to
::101'a1

standa.:-ds.

SOr:l.6

vice, indeed, political graft for example, m.ight con-

ceivably co-exist with a fine family morality.

But such was not Rome's vice.

Immorality peculiar to the family itself vras rampant.
Divorce, to cite an instance, had made deep inroads into natural
harmony. No sanctions were effective enough to fight divorc6.

Tucker reminds

us that:

The only check on divorce lay in family considerations,
in public opinion, which was extremely lenient, in financial convenience, or in the possibility of particularly
wanton conduct being so disapproved of in high quarters

59

fa~~ly

60
that a senator or a knight might perhaps find his name
•
missing from the list of his order at the next revision. l
certainly Augustus ran no such risk when he divorced his wife to marry Livia,
,.,

who had just divorced Nero ••• &.1::ducta Neroni uxor •••• "

In the course of

Lepiea's prosecution we find Quirinius had divorced her ••• Quirinius post

~

·
tum repud ~um
•••• J.,

Claudius did not know whether Messalina had divorced him--so easy were
the proceedings" •••~ discidium ~ nosti ••• 1"4

Later, a tribune or the

people, Octavius Sagitta, covered with a money payment Pontie's adultery,
then her divorce and promise of merriage" ••• Pontiae mulieris nuptae ... Adulterium et mox, ut omitteret maritum, emercatur •••• "5

Octavia's divorce and

subsequent murder rank her among Romets most tragic women. 6 More instances
of divorce could be cited.

Their number, indeed, was limited somewhat only

by the fact that many were able to murder their undesired consort.
Divorce was accompanied, as it always is, by adultery, its nonlegal,
under-cover, running mate.
was as prevalent as divorce.

Adultery despite repeated legislation against it,
Appuleia Vurilla, it was

royal name of the Caesars by her adultery.7
Livia,

1
2

3

~~fe

arb~d,

tainted the

Sejanus depended upon seducing

of Drusus, to lay remote foundations for a rise to power.e

Tucker. 305
Tacitus, 1.10.
Ib1d., 3.22.

4 I'b'id.~ 11.30.
5 I'bid., 13.44.
6 1'OId., 14.63.
7 Ibid., 2.50.
8 ~., 4.3.
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Aquilia was exiled for her adultery with Varius Ligus tlAquiUam
delatam cum Varia Ligure ••• exilio punivit •••• "9

adul~r1i

If Messalina was not divorce

from Claudius. she committed adultery with Gaius Silius. IO

We need not add example to example. Ever recurring legislation against
adultery amply demonstrate how completely this blight had overshadowed the
family.
Another for.m of adultery. concubinage. had its share in Rome's familybreakdown.

Claudius kept concubines.

His two favorites occasioned Messa-

lina's downfall for they first informed the emperor of his wife's marriage
to Silius" ••• duas paelices quarum 1s corpori maxime insueverat ••• pepulit delationem subire."ll

Examples. frequent enough in the Annals. need not be

multiplied for Romans Simply did not look upon concubinage as out of the ordinary, let alone even immoral.

A Roman's double moral standard did not re-

cognize a husband's; infidelity as adultery.12
Incest. too. with its special havoc on family life found place in Rome.
Agrippina and Claudius relaxed prohibitions of marriage between blood relatives. 13 Although Tacitus tells us 14 that no-one of note followed the royal
example. nevertheless he furnishes us examples of incest among even closer
relatives than uncle and niece.

More frequently. we find cases of alleged

9 Ibid •• 4.42.
10 IbId•• 11.12.
11 Ibid •• 11.29.
12 HeCould be guilty of adultery if his extra marital relations had been
with another's wife. Adultery was with wives. not concubines.
13 Tacitus. 12.7. 14 ~•• 12.7.
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incest where mere plausibility gave the evil minded an opportunity tOt turn
informer.

Although he does not speak specifically of incest in the royal

fa.rnily, Donaldson points to intermarriage as a possible cause of weak family
life:
The descendants of this family intermarried cousins with
cousins, or even in closer connexion, and, between the
unique exaltation of their lot and the frequent intermarriages, need we wonder that a taint of insanity infected them?15
A family might conceivably weather storms of infidelity.
can afford to avoid its raison d'~re, children.

But no family

Without a child to :r~in-

force the marriage bond, without a child as possible progenitor of another
family, home and race alike are doomed to exstinction.

The Lex Papia Poppaea

had no other good reason than to increase the penalties exacted upon the unwec
and childless tlincitandis caelibum poenis ••• sanxerat. tl16 Perhaps Davis is
not too severe:
••• It is plain the people of the Empire were not simply
very wicked; they were on the high road to moral degeneracy, economic decline, and almost deliberate race-suicide. 17
Yet no mone:r-lcsses could force the unwilling to a healthy family life "Nec
ideo conjugia et educationes liberum
Tad tus comments that by the

~

frequentaban~r,

praevalida orbitate ••• 'lt

Papia the state as parent of all sought to

insure what citizens would not do " ••• si a privilegiis parentt.un cessarlOtur,

15 Donaldson, 133.
16 Taoitus, 3.25. We are told that another reason for the law was to fill
the public coffers.

17 Davis, 296.
16

TaCitus, 3.25.

It was a decidedly secondary reason.

vslut parens omnium populus vacantia teneret. 1t19
logously parent.

But the state is o1tly ana-

Reform imposed from outside was to fail to produce results

again, for the wealth of childless widcw/s was yet to figure a large part in
the intrigue of Rome and its politics. 20
Yet childlessness was not limited to Rome's aristocracy:
There is lit-Ue evidence to show that the imperial houses
were worse off than the average noble family of the same
age. Under Claudius it had been necessary regularly to
"create" Patricians that the old religious cults might be
maintained. 2l
Self-imposed extennination was part of the slums as well:
The chances of it race-suicide were even more favorable
among the proletariat. The masses living on corn-doles
could have no true family life. The mortality of children in the unsanitary insulae must have been higher than
in the worst slums of New York. The population of Rome
was maintained, not by any natural growth, but by the inflow of outsiders from the rural parts and provinces. 22
~nile magistrates were chosen on the sole basis of number of children,23 the

evil grew.

Such surely is the picture of a family under stress, a family in

the throes of a life and death battle that was to issue in the unnatural dissolution of a natural unity.
Mitigation of patria potestas and discontinuance of manus marriages had
both contributed to the family's breakdown.

Roman home-life had been erected

on a patriarchal system sunk in the bed-rock of patria potestas.

Manus, the

19 Ibid., 3.28.
20 ~ example, Agrippina attempted to keep the wealthy Junia Silana si~
21 Davis, 297.
22 Ibid., 298-299.
23 ~tus, 2.51.
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husband's power, and patria potestas, the father's power, had insuredJ at
least externa.l unity.

Both provided the sanction and stimulus needed by a

weakened family bond.

But with the removal of both of these sanctions, Roman

family life suffered a blow from which it was never to recover.
W&s

No sanction

found to take their place. 24
Strangely enough, the very measures intended to save the family offici-

ally removed the family from being the foundation stone of the state.
longer would the family be the unit out of which Rome would build.
no longer

pos~essed

No

Families

a self-contained legal machine.

Henceforth the State would endeavor to coerce its subjects to marry.

Hence-

forth the state would punish those offenses which injured the family.

Thus

Donaldson could well observe:
The general effect of the legislation based on it lex
Papia Poppaea , and the course of events, was to alter
the basis of the Roman state, and to make the individual,
and not the family, the unit.25
Augustus in his legislation, however, merely recognized the loss which the
family had already sustained.
In a marriage which is essentially dissoluble, as was the popular "free
marriage" of Rome, children compromise the position of either mother or
father.

For a child demands a permanent hame.

and he was by Roman husbands and wives.

Such a child had to be avoids

In a marriage in which divorce was

24 No effective sanctions took the place of manus. The legal sanctions of
Augustan legislation proved poor family adhaesive.
,5 Donaldson, 146-147.
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not an evil but natural termination, a child embarrasses all

concern~d.

For,

a child refuses to cease being a child at the Will of the contracting parties

Rome's was a family whose sense of self-sacrifice had been dulled by a
generation of unprecedented wealth and power.
d~nce.

An enervating

~

Luxury was everywhere in evi-

Romana had laid seige to the Roman household.

Even

speaking of a Rome two centuries before Nero, Chehayl could see the tenden-cies to luxury appear,
••• contact with the Orient, once it had been established
pointed out to the Romans a richer, gayer, more alluring
world than they had ever known before; ••• the consequent
relations with oriental luxury, morality, and religion
exerted a decided influence upon Western Civilization
during the next few centuries. 26
Thus the next two centuries tell a story of successively mitigated luxury
laws.

A tax-paying world centered itself on Rome, into whose coffers flowed

the riches of Europe, Asia, and Africa. 2 7 Augustus had consolidated military
gains and a long siege of peace had begun to wear down human resistance.
ury was the rule on every hand.

Lwc:

So ingrained had habits of luxury become

that a law to limit table-ware, silverware, silks, furniture, and slaves was,
on one occasion, hastily defeated. 26

Even Tiberius himself felt helpless to

force the passage of anti-luxury laws. 29 Reform had to came from within and
Tiberius knew it.

26
27
28
29

Chehayl, 18.
Pallas, Nero's freedman, possessed 300 million sesterces.
Tacitus, 2.33
Ibid., 3.52.

Tacitus, 12.53
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Wi th luxurious wea1thll of course ll came idleness.

With idleness .ame a

host of distraction-seekers ll men and women who spent whole days and nights on
the benches of the theater. 30

Tacitus tells us they became deathly sick from

the long over-exposure "morbo exitiabili."3 0

Crowds had become so large that

several Knights had been crushed to death in one of the mobs.

Restrictions

had to be put an theater-goers periodically.3 1
Large gangs roemed the city' s streets at night.

As Nero was known to

lead one such mob ll no defense was left the unknowing passerby who was perchance assaulted.
sist him?

Perhaps it was the emperor.

How could anyone dare to re-

It was as a night spent in a captured town:
Deinde ubi Caesarem esse ••• pernotui t augebanturque l.nl.uI'iae
a.dversus vi.ros feminasque inlustres II et quidam permissa
semel licentia sub nomine Neronis inulti propriis cum globis eadem exercebantll in modum captivitatis nox ageba-t;ur. 32

Julius Montanus resisted the emperor with some force.
emperor begged his pardon.

Then recogniz.ing his

He was forced to suicide.

As though we need. be told ll Tacitus points out that his waG a world in

which nothing but a memory of the old wholesome Roman character remained
" ••• nihil usquam. prisei et integri moris •••• "])

Such a loss was incalculable

because a people habituated to luxury, ease, and idleness Will not readily

30 Ibid., 16.5.
31 !bid., 1.77 and 4.14.
32 11l:lci., 13.25.
33 Ibid., 1.4. Tacitus observes (14.15) that it is hard enough to remain
pure even in the decent walks of life. In Rome with compulsion exerted
on all to spend themselves in vice, virtue was almost morally impossible
"Vix artibus honestis pudor retinetur nedum inter certamina vitiorum
pudicitia aut modestia aut quicquam probi moris reservaretur."
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go the hardship and sacrifice involved in raisincCng a family.

Theae were

Romans of whom. Donaldson speaks:
••• the expense of bringing up a family had - come to be .felt
"by many a.s a burden and the trouble of famil_ily affairs was
regarded as an encroachment on the enjoymenr.ca ts of life.)4
_ •• 0"''''

with the serious problems of life, ea.se-loving ; Romans took a weak man's
r~-ulvorce or adultery.

Frightened by the respoeonsibility of children,

loman nobles met the problem by avoiding their

resp~sibility altogether.

At the base of all the tur.moil and family unres~,t, however, lay the artiticie.lity of Rome's economic and social structure an6.a.d her arbitrary poli-tical
reg
1me •

For Roman patrician and plebeian alike the :I: future was wholly

oapletely unpredictable beyond the nexb lneal or the e next whim of the
Rome, itself, was not self-supporting.

Cities x rarely are.

this, it supported rabble hordes whose only cry was
ane oocasion this mob nearly crushed Claudius in the e

1bread and circus.'

On

forum as they pressed

upon him shoutL"'lg that relief and security be granteoed them.
weeks supply of grain was all Rome had at the time.

But more

A scanty two-

Tacitus emphasizes this

insecurity by observing that Rome's life was now ent:~rusted to the uncertainty
of oargo-boats " •••navibusque et casibus vita populi.a. Romani permissa est. "35
this hand to mouth existence of Rome's rabble caused.f:i deep unrest--an unrest
1I'h1oh felt its way into the hearths of the Roman famsnilieso
Slavery, to a great extent, brought the rabble

Donalds on, 141.
TaCitus, 12.43.

into being.

Slaves glut-
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ted labor
vi"t;u;:,e.

~arkets
Thus~

and thus condemned the free born to a life of

theat~

ser-

at least,. Chehayl expll':1.ins t!1e free slaves who sat chained to

the benches of the circus:
there is a conflict be~roen the t?10 labor syste~~
either the cheap slave-labor deprives the free laborer of
employment. or else it foroes him to aocept lower wages
and longer hours, making of him an economic slave though ht
be legally free. So it was in Rome. Large n~bers of the
bourgeois forced from their oocupations by the new economic
oonditions and enticed by the attractions of the cap1tal,
became a dangerous crowd o:f city idlers, easily bribed.
dp.spised yet feared~ the tool of the agitator~ a power for
evil, a mob/to whom logic was nothing, bread and amusement
their a11.3o ,

~nen

A homeless rabble as this was an ever present threat to the peace and tranqui11ity needed for a wholesome :family life.
But aside from enslaving the legally free, the armies of slaves in Rome
and Italy were themselves a constant menace to any established order.
nization, or

lac~

of it alone, kept the slaves in bondage.

slave war, we know, was cut short quite by chance.

Orga-

One embryonic

When the leaders had been

hauled to Rome, men viewed with alarm the huge slave-gangs which constantly
increased whileche number of the free-born daily decreasea:
••• in urbem traxit# iam trepidam ob multitudinern familiarum~
quae gliscebat inmensum minore indies plebe ingenua.31

Clinius Maecenas. one of the magistrates of Augustus, when placed in charge
of Rome and Italy, found it necessary to delegate the job of curbing the power
principally of the slaves
••• tl38

H •••

s umpsit a consularibus qui coerceret servitia

Since Rome was faced with this ever present threat o:f slave uprisings,

36 Chehayl, 38.
31 TaCitus, 4.21.
38 Ibid., 6.11.
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it was law that all the slaves of a family were to be
murdered his master.J!
situation.
~ension~

killed~

if one .f them

A drastic measure was needed to cope with a perilous

Bu:c dangerous though slaves

wore~

they were just another cause for

uncertainty, and unrest in the home.

There

too, an arbitrary political

was~

by the whim of the emperor or his freedmen.

regime~

governed in no small part

Under guise of political or mili-

tary expedient royal henchmen proscribed what they would--especially the
wealth and prestige still left the nobles.

Arbitrary in desire or method,

such a political regime could engender nothing but present fear and wild forbodings of the

~~ture~

neither of Which is conducive to a healthy home life.

One might be tempted to argue that :i.n .::nw:l circumstances a noble might be

bound in conscience to avoid a fam.5_1y.

Donaldson at least seems to imply some

such obligation:
Their the Romans f children might be a curse to them or
they the children might be exposed to ;.lives of poverty,
accusations~ harassment, and proscriptions--lives, in
fact, which were miseries, and not blessings.40
Perhaps Romans argued it was unjust to bring children into a world where men
lay murdered at the nod of an empress,41 where treason was a word or unguarded
glance. 42
But the most nerve-racking and effective torture inflicted on aristocrats
was the lash of ubiquitous 'informers.'

39 Ibid., 14.42 and 13.32.

40 ~ldson, 141.
41 Tacitus, 11.28.
42 ~., 6.7.

We will probably never fully realize
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the mental and emotional despair occasioned by those whose only trade 4 it was
to spy upon their neighbors.

Despite a chance curb placed on informers'

activities,43 and although an occasional false informer might be punished,44
accusation flourished to an extent that it even became profitable to inform
on the informers.45

Dill assures us:

••• cne profession grew in reputation and emolument. It is
a melancholy proof of the degradation of that society that
the delator Q9uld be proud of his craft and even envied
and admired. 40
Yet not even mutual destruction could exterminate such spies.

They accom-

plished their work admirably for:
The terror of Tiberius# Caligula, and Nero had done its
work effectually. And its worst result was the hopeless
self-abandonment and sluggish cowardice of a class whose
raison d'@tre in ever,y age is to maintain a tradition of
gallant dignity.47
Tiberius had given informers a free rein. 48

Droves of them rose at his call.4

Vibius Secundus was sentenced for extortion.50 Court dockets were filled
with province-magistrates in line to defend their adminis"tiration.5l
Proclus was arraigned for treason.

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Considius

He was accused, condemned, and punished in

Ibid.# 3.56. The number of suicides closely parallel the number of accus;tlons. We are thus given another insight into the unrest.
Ibid.# 3.37. No-one will ever estimate the amount of blackmail there
was; how much money was paid by the innocent to silence malicious 'informers. '
Ibid., 6.4 and 6.30.
Samuel Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius, Macmillan and
Co., London, 1920# 35.
-Ibid., 50.
~tus, 4.30.
Ibid., 6.16 we read of specialist informers.
Ibid., 14.28.
~., 13.33.
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record time.52

But fast or slaw the carnage took its relentless toll 4 of

Roman nobility.53
Slaves. freedman. even senators hastened to report on their associates#
Publius Dolabella was among the first who broke family ties to inform upon
his kinsmen.54

He was not the last.

In time every family's secret whispers

were openly told by family members themselves.

Husbands, wives, and children

viewed one another with suspicion and distrust as future infonners:
Non alias magis anxia €It pavens civitas, sui tegens adversum
proximos; congressus. conloquia# notae ignotaeque aures
vitari; etiam muta atque inanima. tectum €It parietes circumspiciebantur.55
Walls, roofs. friends # strangers--all were suspect 1 Even senators had hidden
between the roof and ceiling to hear the private conversations of Titius Sabinus.55

The family had been stripped of every intimacy. every secret.

Dis-

-crust and suspicion widened the gap between husband and wife.
After the downfall of Sejanus when the first to accuse was the safest,
the patres disgraced themselves in their eagerness to inform. on each other.
Tacitus tells us that they seemed diseased.

In

any case they show every symp-

lion of mob hysteria:

Quod maxime exitiabile tulere ilIa tempora, cum primores
sena~~s infimas etiam delatianes exercerent, alii propalam multi per occultum; neque discerneres alienos a conjunctis, amicos ab ignotis, quid repans aut vetustate
obscurum: perinde in foro, in convivio, quoque de re locuti

52 Ibid., 6.18.
53 ~., 6.29.
54 IbId., 4.66.
55 Ibid •• 4.69.
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and aged.

childless~

That magic combination assured its

posse~sor

a

eminence in a Rome of greedy fort-une hunters "Valui tque pecuniosa
et senecta •••• "60

But from the family's viewpoint it can be mooted

immunity gained balanced the children lost 1
Of

course~

the spirit-crushing fears engendered by infor.mers did not cut

otf family life completely.

We have already6l cited instances of devoted hus

bands and wives, of parents who loved their children deeply.

.,n and women

of the caliber of Thrasea and his wife.

There

were~ too~

These were men and

who could campare well with even the exalted valor and virtue of the
'good old Sabine stock.'

But men like Thrasea were exceptions.

It must be

canceded the family in general partook of the lax morality of the times.

In-

fidelity, divorce and adultery were part of the accepted s'?cial pattern.
Childlessness was in

style~

a fashion imposed by the ruthless upheavel and

uncertainty of daily life.
Thus Tacitus sketches the borad outlines of a family which had reached
the bottom of degradation.

Patria potestas had been mitigated beyond useful-

ness. Manus was all but a dead letter.
these two family building blocks.

Nor did anything take the place of

Nothing effective enough to ward off the

tbdlyts impending dissolution was substituted.

Luxury, ease, idleness all

took their toll of the moral fibre of a once sturdy Roman character.
Romets family like Rome itself, tried to grow in the soil of

economic~

for examples of wives and husbands who managed somehow to
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social. and political unrest and unoertainty.

There was the

economio~d

political instability of the rabble. ever harassed with the possibility of
grain shortages.
ful.

There were the masses of slaves, menaoing. resentful. watch-

An arbitrary dictatorial government fostered the swarr~ of informers and

spies who removed privacy from the city and subjected its dwellers to perpetual fear.
notioe.

Innocent and guilty were alike as liable to fall at a moment's
Friends, neighbors, clients, slaves, even one's mother, father,

daughter, or son were ever eager to report or twist a chance phrase or an
unguarded expression.
to be found o
the full life.

Healthy environment needed for family life was no-where

The full life had become impossible and family life is part of

CHAPTER V

THE .A.NNA.IS. THE F.&IiILY AND TRUTH
~indings

on the family of the Annals have now been made.

Beyond doubt,

)rks we now call the Annals. whatever else they may be or do. give a
re of the 'family as we have found it in their pages.

Bluntly. the Annal

h.at they say.
iowever, a further point is raised.

w1hat of their objective value?

Are

anals as we now have them authentic productions from the pen of an anc~ristocrat?

Or do we have. as some contend, a forgery. composed by

o Bracciolini in the fifteenth century?l

Even having settled the authen

r of the Annals, we have a second task. We must consider the objective
ity of the Annals. for it is patent that even a forged history can tell
~h

that is truth.

No matter who wrote the Annals, the question must be

red, did the writer have any reason to falsify either the facts or his
est

Does he give any indication that he attempts to be fair and objec-

rt is obvious we cannot deal with the first question, that of the Annals'
aticity, with anything like the thoroughness it deserves.

The question,

refully treated in all its varied ramifications, would lead us too far

~hart,

De L'Authenticite.
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afield.

Let it

suffice~ then~

to record in passing the judgements

o~the

more eminent Tacitean scholars~ Henry Furlleau:x:~2 M. Hochart. 3 and M. Fabia. 4
In the second chapter of Furneaux's introduction to his edition of the Annals
he considers the question of the genuiness of the Annals:
It has not heretofore been thought necessary for any
edition of this work "to establish its genuineness; but
the recent attempts to prove it to be a forgery by
Poggio Bracciolini in the fifteenth conturYt while they
cannot be said to have found such acceptance as to
necessitate a full discussion, L~y make it desirable
briefly to subjoin some external evidence to show
that
,..,
it is at least the work of an anoient author.~
In outlining his procedure in proof of the authenticity of the Annals Furneaux adds:
We have no reason to suppose that any scholar of the time
of Bracciolini had access to historians of this period
who are lost to ours. Even those whom we have must have
been known to him only in manuscripts. The inventor of
a Tacitean history of the principate of Tiberius or Nero
must act as any scholar would now have to act who desired
to canpose a Tacitean history of' chat of Gaius or Domitian. He must make the best use of Dio Cassius and Suetonius~ and of whatever could be gleaned from other authors,
and he must invent the rest of the material~ as well as
the form and la.nguage. .A:ny careful eompariSOl:l of the
Annals with these sources will show 11O"w large a proportion
of the Whole narl'ati va as it ~tro:ds will have to be set
down -t;hv.s to invention; and in tes'bing; such a theory I the
details become important~ almO:it in proportion to their
intrinsic unimportance.
If it can be shown that even a moderate number of
facts l such as would be unlikely to occur to an in,,-entor~

2

Furneaux~ The
Lor~d on ~ 1896.

.Annals of Tacitus (Second ~dition) ~ Oxford University Pr~.lss ~

3 Polydore Hochart, Nouyelle Considerations au Sujet des .Almales at des
Histoires, Thorin et Fils~ PB:ris~ 1894.
---4

Philippe Fabia~ Les Sources de Tacite dans les Histoires
Imprimerie Nationa.ls, Paris,lfJ93.
--Furneaux, .A.nna.ls~ 8.

~

les Annales.

r
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stated in the ArulalG s and in no other extant author are
confirmed b:,r coins and inscriptions. most of which were
certainly. and all of them probably unlmovvn in the fifteenth century; the supposition of so many felicitous
accidents will be generall¥ conceded to pass the bounds
of reasonable probability.O

•

continues:
We may ask from what sources Bracciolini could have ascertained. or by what felicity he could r~ve imagined that
Cadius Rufus was governor of Bithynia, Eprius lIlarcellus
of Lyeia. Tarquitius Priseus of Bithynia, L. Antistius
Vetus of Asia, that Claudius Quirinalis was praefeetus
classis and Gavius Silvanus tribune of a praetorian COhOl·t,
that Silanus had a daughter Lepida, that the names of
Julius Aquila. Sextus Africanus, Verulanus Sevel~s.
Funisula."luS Vettonianus are na.mes of persons employed in
public service at a time agroeing With that of their
mention. None of these facts could have been deriv-ed
from any other literature known to us; all are confirmed
by coins or inscriptions of which Bracciolini and his
contemporaries must have been ignorant.7
Thus Furneau:x: disposes of the question of the authenticity of the Annals, for
it must be noted that though FurneatL"<: v;rote after he had seen Hochartts

"bIIO

works,S he does not anS1.'ler the latter's arg;uIn.cnts" but rather transmitting
Hochartts proposals, he contents himseLf with

arE,~ents

which prove the

authenticity of the Annals, at least to hin:.self.
M. Hoohart,

however~

has his own viev,rpoit;lt.

For his part, Hochart

arouses our suspicion in the first part of his work by recounting; the rather
suspicious circumstances under whIch the manuscrip·cs of the Annals aIJ.d
Histories were found.

Poggio Bracciolini. it seems" was in the very lucrative

6 Ibid., 9.
1 1bId., 11-12.
8 YbI'd.,. 8. Furneaux, writing in 1896. notes liochart's De L'Al:,thenticite,
1890, and his Nouvelles Considcn.tions, 1894.

[----------------~
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business of locating and recopying ancient manuscripts.9

This would~ive no

cause for alarm were not our suspicion aroused by Poggio's rather lax
morality.l0 coupled with the discovery that Poggio was knovm to tell a half
truth, Qr even a lie, if prompted by utility:
La mauvaise foi de Poggio est ainsi patente, aussi bien
dans cette version que dans la premiere. II u'a pas
vouler ou n'a pas pu dire la verte sur l'ol'igin!::l du
manuscrit qui contenait une partie des oeuvres de Tacite. 11

Bracciolini was not able or did not wish to tell the truth about the origin
of the

ll~nuscript

of the Annals.

In the second part of his work, Hochart examines factors which cast

doubt on the authenticity of the Annals.

He finds that the script which

supposedly indicated an ancient handwriting was in reality just an accurate
reprO':tuction by Poggio and his contemporaries of a script l.ong out of vogue.
Itl chapter two of this second part Hochart deals with the error-clogged pages,

which Tacitus, if a second century writer, simply could not have written.
Events at Rome are badly confused,1) cases of mistaken idE'..nti ty, erroneous
names and titles,14 laws misunderstood,15 geographical and maritime misca1culations,16 and contradictions in the Annals themselves and between the
Annals and Histories. 17

9 Hochart, DeL'Authenticite, 18.
10. Ibid., 22-25
11 1'Ei!(f. , 58.
12 1bI'd., 77-78.
1) "I'bTci'• , 85-88.
14 IbId., 88-89.
15 'IbId., 89-90.
16 Ibid., 90-94.
17 ~., 94-96.
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A distinctly Renaissance spirit is evidenced in the Annals. le

1he ~is-

take of thinking the ludicrum quinquennale was every fifth year indicates a
writer who did not count as the Romans. 18

The writer of the Annals erred

again 19 when he described London as a thriving metropolis. or Ninive as the
ancient capital of Assyria. 20

Circumcision he confines to the Jews as one of

their peculiarities. whereas many peoples practiced it in ancient times .21
(though the Jews only in Poggio' s era). Ignorance of the geography of Germanicus t expedition against the Cheruscans 22

agai~

indicate. over and above an

erroneous knowledge of the times. lapses into which a Renaissance fraud would
be peculiarly apt to fall.
Writing his Les Sources

~

Tacite. in 1891, M. Philippe Fabia relegates

the work of M. Rochart to a footnote on the last page. 23

According to the

footnote. if we accept the thesis of M. Rochart the only conclusion which
follows necessarily is that we ought to study the sources of Bracciolini and
that if Tacitus actually did write the work we have. he merely is not the
irreprehensible author we have always considered him.24
M. Hochart is at one with M. Fabia in that even if forgeries. the works

18 Ibid •• 119.
19 Ibid., 120.
20 Ibid., 121.
21 Ibid •• 122.
22 Ibid., 123.
23 Fabia, Les Sources de Tacite. Since Fabia wrote the ~~ar follcrwing the
appearance of De L'AUthenticite he was able to cr1ticize it.
24 Ibid •• 455,n.i:-Fabia points out, "Nous venons d f etudier la question des
sources de Tacite. Ce serait la question de sources de Poggio Bracciolin! dans ses Annales et ses Histoires, faussement attribuees a Tacite,
qu'il faudrait etudier, si lion adoptait lIe-pinion de M. F. Hochart •••
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are not therefore to be discarded;
Mais s'il est reconnu que ces fra@nents d'histoire remaine
ont ete ecrits par un huoaniste du xve siecle, faudra-t-il
puur cela les jeter au feu? Tel n'est pas notre sentiment,
"'c
telle n'est pas la conclusion de cette etude.'~
The question then arises, what use did Poggio make of his sources?26

Hochart

remarks:
Dtautre part, si Poggio a voulu tremper ses contemporains et la posterite sur la veritable auteur de
l'ouvrage, il s'est meanmoins propose d'etre aussi
exact qu'il Ie pouvait dans ses recits et, a cet effet
i1 a utilise avec soin tOlls les documents qui on avait
de son temps; il S'6st fait ainsi l'echo de Dion Cassius,
de Josephe, de Suetone, des auteurs chretiens.
~~and il quitte ses guides pour amplifier son sujet,
il s'efforce de faire parler et agir les personnages qutil
met en scene comme il supposait qu'ils l'eussent fait
eux~emes.
En maints endroits il a failli; souvent il a
reussi. Les digressions sont generalement fort interessantes.
Pour n'etre pas d'~ ecrivain de 11antique Rome,
les Annales et les Histoires ne sont danc point sans
valeur historique; en les consultant avec prudenco, elles
demeureront encore utiles pour laconnaissance de L'empire
romain au premier siecle de notre ere. 27
Wi th regard to the autr.enticity of the Annals, then, t:r..ree opinions are held.
(1) Furneaux maintains we have the original works of' an ancient historian.
(2) Fabia is of the same opinion, though willing to admit that if we have

lequel a repris et elargi la these de M. Ross, Tacitus and Bracciolini;
~ Annales forged ~ ~ fifteenth century, London, 1878.' Mais les ar-

guments qu'ils invoquent pour demontrer que Tacite n'est pas l'auteur des
deux ouvrages prouvent seulement que Tacite n'est pas un historian
irreprochable; et 1~5 arguments qu'ils invoquent pour attribuer les deux
ouvrages a Bracciolini ne sont que des conjectures plus ou moins ingenieuses ."
25 Rochart, De L'Authenticite, 235.
26 Of course-PUrneaux proved the Annals could not have been written by Pogg·
27 Rochert, ~ L'Authenticite, 235.
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forgeries, we merely have the additional question of the intrinsic woz-th of
the forgeries.

(3) M. Hochart, for his part, contends the Annals are defi-

nite1y the work of Poggio, an excellent scholar of the fifteenth century, a
writer faithful to his sources, and thus the author of an historical source
book for the first century of our era.

Si~ce

the thesis deals with what was

said objectively about the family, we may with complete freedom by-pass the
entire question of who said it.
However,

~

the author of the Annals veracious?

knowledge of the Rome of the period?

.As :Jured ly

Does he give us true

one thing is abundantly clear,

that whoever he is, the author of the ilnna1s wishes his readers to consider
him veracious.

We are told at the outset 28 that the Annals are not to be com-

posed at the dictates of anger or a partisan spirit of resentment, characteristic of other Roman historians.
what he reports.

Later29 he says that he himself witnessed

To corroborate his story of the Claudian alphabet, he cites

the many still extant bronze tablets which could be seen anywhere.3 0

Another

primary source is public documents 3l as he tells us that a detailed account of
the limits of the pomeriurn need not detain his narrative since it could be
found in thepublic records.
Nor is the author at all hesitant to tell us of his secondary sources,
even if just to add plausibility to the tale.

28
29
30

Tacitus# 1.1.
Ibid., 11.11.
Ibid., 11.14.
31 ~.~ 12.24.

He talks of Pliny, the histor-

r
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ian of the Ge~An Wars.3 2

Later he admits frankly to us that he is unable to

find some particular point in question noted in any historian of the times.33
his elders.34 he infOl~S us~ had often spoken of a document purporting to
exonerate Piso which tll0y had seen more than once in the doomed man's hands.
Tacitus confesses trAt he hesitates to indorse either of the two theories
about Piso's

doath~

some credibility.3 4
na.35

though he feels obliged not to suppress a theory which had
Tacitus admits using tLe memoirs of the younger Agrippi-

Again~ phrases such as tit is recorded by the authors of the time'36

and 'the assertion is made by many contemporary authorsl37 are definitely indicative of a man aware of source materials and desirous to obtain the objective truth.
In another reference Tacitus mentions Fabius Rusticus as contradicting
Cluvins.38We are told the "other authorities/' however, side with Cluvius~
with whose version tradition, too, agreed.

Then again, Tacitus summarily

rejects tl:e stories of others that Nero desired Poppea's death.

Nero too

ardently desired a. wife and family for such a statement to have plausibility
in the eyes of Tacitus.

lie follows the most trustworthy authors regarding the

death of Drusus, though he is unable to resist adding a rumor which was so
strong that it had persisted almost a century to the time of Tacitus.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

~.~

1.69.

Ibid., 3.3.

'!'bId. , 3.16.
Ybid.~ 4.53.

Yb'Id., 6.8.

IbId., 13.17.
Ibid. , 4.9.

However

even he easily refutes the rumor. 39

His plea" Jl'I.ade after the refutati1>n of

Mihi tradendi arguendique rumoris causa fuit" ut cllro
sub exemplo falsas audi tiones depellerem peteremque ab
lis quorum in manus cura nostra verlerit, ne divulgata
atque incredibi1ia avide accepta veris neque in Illiracu1um corruptis antehabeant. 4 0
Thus he exposes the inadequacies of oral tradition and cautiolls his readers
against the fallacy that a rumor gained v:arity by widespread drculation. His
complete frankness in admitting he used rumor as a secondary source would
lead us to believe that he probably never retells a rumor

unl~ss

clearly

labeling it.41
Some selecti vi ty is in evidence in Tacitus for i t is his non credideriJIt12
which first leads us to suspect the innocent intent of Tiberius when Drusus
showed a vicious strain of cruelty.

Later" he cautions us

tb~t

though it

seems incredible" he is forced by the unanimity of his courees to report that
Messalina and Silius actually dared perform their public marriage.

"Sed nihi

compositum miraculi causa" veru.'!I. audita scriptaque senioribus tradam."43

The

heinous marriage is no fabrication of his.
Lest we think him enamoured of trivia" he tells us he would not have recorded any such run-of-the-mill decree as the one he had mentioned unless
special circumstances had warranted it.44

Again he readily admits that he is

39 Ibid., 4.11.
40 IbId., 4.11.
41 TaCitus openly acknowledges his sources as rumor ins 2.54, 6.30, 11.18"
12.26, 1,5.6,5.
42 Ibid., 1.16.
43 Ib~a." 11.27.
44 Ibid." 13.49.
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aware of the minutiae he reports as history are passed over by the other
writers.4 5

For his part. however, Tacitus considers them important enough,

and in a sense, the only history the period produced.

Thus he indicates no

selectivity and grouping of ideas.
Tacitus leaves the origin of the Neronian fire at Rome an open question
for he frankly admits that he lacks the evidence necessary for an objective
judgment. 46

So conflicting is the evidence about the consular elections that

he will not hazard a single definitive assertion.47 On another occasion TacitUB openly admits he would not spread a falsehood and that he is ashamed to
investigate the truth. 48

Whatever we might say of such an historical method.

assuredly at least. the honesty of the man stands in prominent relief.
times obviously elaborated
their

originals~

wo~put

Many

in the mouth of a patriot are far from

yet no-one is decieved.

The observant reader is warned in

sufficient~time.49
Tacitus, we know. is somewhat critical of Greek and Roman historians.50
vmile admitting that he follows the majority of historians in attributing
Tiberius' withdrawal fram Rome to the intrigues of Sejanus. he adds:
Quia tamen caede eius patrata. sex postea ann os pari
secreto conjunxit, plerumque permoveor, num an ipsum
reforri veriua sit, saevitiam ac libidinem cum factis

45 Ibid., 6.7.
46 Ibid., 15.38.
47 11):Gi.~ 1.81.
48 IbId., 11.21.
49 Ibid •• 2.71, where the dying Germanicus in hunc modum adloquitur clearly
Tnaicating a paraphrase of the original.-----50 ~., 2.88.
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promeret l locis occultantem.51
Not even an unanimity of the authors could make him report as otherwise what
he himself thought to be Tiberius' true motive.
lilien dealing with the Phoenix52 he proposes to record the storYI highlighting those points on which his authorities agree.

Even he himself admits

the details are uncertain and heit;;htened by the aura of fable.

In another

notable passage telling of the palace intrigues of Neronian Roma, Tacitus
gives Fabius Rusticus as source for a statement complimentary to Seooca"
and Cl1.1vius for the opposite.

Then in his critique of the t:b..ree he adds tr..at

Fabius might be all too easily prejudiced in favour of Seneca because he
and flourished at the latter's show of friendship.

~Tot

Not daunted by a contra-

diction among his sources, Tacitus breaks the empasse with a statement of his
method:
Nos secuturi consensum auctorum" quae diverse. prodiderint
sub naminibus ipsorum trademus.53
No one should find fault with this.
V.hoever this Tacitus lSI then l he readily impresses his reader as cautious, judicious l and as one who subjects his sources to the test of external
and internal criticism.

In his two works M. Hochart lists error upon error gleaned from the page
of the Annals and Histories in proof of his theory that 'Tacitus' was a fi£-
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teenth century Poggio.

Only one such error approaches the

which. is our subject, I'\t hand.
marriages

be~een

family-que~tion

It is the French savant's contention that

uncles and nieces were quite legitimate and even not un-

common in Rome of the first century.

The writer of the Annals, however, tells

us the marriage of Claudius and Agrippina vvas incest in the eyes of his contemporary Romans.

Taci tUB informs us expressly that Claudius asked for a

decree authorizing such marriages, not just for his bride and himself but for
all Romans.

It would be foolish to think he did not gain his request.

Tacitus goes out of his way to assure us that only one man showed any desire
for such a union quem plerique Agrippinae bratia impuls\Ull ferebant.54
However M. nochal't contends that the transaction taken as a whole as
related by Tacitus is beyond belief.

Would the Senate, he argues, without

lengthy debate pass a decree which would go straight in the face of the (at
least supposedly) long-standing Roman tradition?55
should be negative.
a~ong

The answer, of course,

Yet such senatorial procedure is not at all out of place

men already habituated to sycophancy by their two preceding tyrants?

M. ITo chart pOints 56 to the absence of any other record of a law prohibit
ing such marriages.

However, such a common practice might well be handed do

by oral tradition alone.

The rarity, just on the score of incompatibility of

age, of an uncle-niece marriage might
official mention.

54 Ibid., 12.7.
55 HOC:hart, Nouvelles, 234 •
56 Ibid., 234-235, 242.

fuI~her

account for the absence of any
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Ar6uing somewhat a priori Hochart5 7 maintains" correctly enough~ that
vlith ancient peoples in general endogamy vms the rule.

But it is bratui·tous

to ar6ue that because of this such was the case in first century Rome.

Ho-

chart asks58 what value to a haughty Roman Senate the arguments of Vitellius
would have that uncle-niece marriages since permitted by other nations 3hould
therefore be allowed to Romans.
formalities.

Hochart forgets ·chat the arguments were mere

Reason was dispensed with once the Caesar's wish became plain.

I

I,
I

Since Xiphilin and Zonoras" two writers whom Hochart claims Poggio copied" do not mention the point of the incest in their tale of Claudius and
Agrippina" Rochert concludes that in their minds or else in their sources the
marriage was not incest.59
in his disjunction:

Hovrever we may add a third possibility to Hochert

or perhaps Xiphilin and Zanoras did not mention every-

thing which appeared in their sources.
Suetonlus 60 also is cited as a source for Poggio.
parallel passages in Hochart between the
account in the Annals.

~

In fact there are

Claudil of Suetonius and the

It would seem that one copied the other I s work.

But

the remarkable point is that Suetonius himself in the very passages cited"

states that the marriage was incest:
\

Dandandamque caeteri veniam talium conjugiorum quae ad
id tempus incesta habeban~lr.61

57

~.,

235.

58 Ibid." 242.
59 YbI'd." 237.

60 1b1d., 238.
61 S'Uetonius" De Vita Caesarum,

lib.

5"

ch. 26" ~~.
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Even rioehart must be embarrassed when he admits:
Clest Suetone seul qui parle de la repugnance que la
lociete romaine aurait continue a eprouver paur ces
unions entre parents et qui decla.L"e que ~ersonne ne
consentit a imiter l'exemple du Caesar. 6
In

conclusion~

it is safe to say that it is at least as plausible as not that

to the Roman moral sense the marriage was incest.
If the Annales are the work of a second century Roman historian, we
ought to accept his word as to the incest, especially since corroborated by
Sueto.nius (whose authenticity or veracity is not questioned here).
Bracciolini wrote the

Annales~

perhaps he did project the canon law of the

fifteenth century Italy back into first century

:However the proof tha

R('Il1l~.

he perpetrated the projection is still the burden of M.
obvious fallacy to

ar~ue:

If FOggi

ri~ehart.

It is an

since Bracciolini wrote the Annals, the incest

error is a projection of his morality into a former age.

Therefore since th

error is due to such an unhistorical projection, the'work is certainly not
that of a second century aristocrat in intimate touch

v;i th

the Rome of his

day_
To arg,lle thus is to prooeed in a patently vicious circle_

62 Hochart, Nouvelles, 239.

..
CHis...VIER VI
THE FAMILY IN TEE ANNALS

Clearly Tacitus did not intend to write the story of Rome's family.

For

what details he affords us of Roman family life are woven in as integral part
of another story, that of the politioal intrigue of two generations.

Yet the

broad outline of the family which he leaves us is more than sufficient to
enable us to catch an over-all glimpse of the

f~fiilyts

status quo.

Tacitus never allows us to forget that the family in Rome was one whose
ancestry lay deep in the mythology of the seven hills.
went hand and hand with a great family name.

Power and prestige

Men# women, law, the whole of

Rome could be changed profoundly by a member of one of the historic clanfamilies.

Nobles were preoccupied with considerations of heritage, ancestry,

and progeny.
Then, too, a family's place in Roman mentality is evidenced by the tradition, at least, of patria potestas, absolute, life and death authority of a
father over his ch1!dren, his slaves, or his property.
authority exercised over the husband's wife.

Manus was the same

Manus was but patria potestas

modified in use principally by the family council.

Thus the foundation stones

of Rome were laid on the patriarchal clan-fwnily.
However # "free marriages"--marriages without manus--had become customary.
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Family councils no longer had any reason to be.
much more than a memory.
worship lagged.

Confarreatio, too,

~s

not

With the passing of confarreatio emphasis on hearth

vWhere a family failed, the state assumed responsibility with

its official religion.

Patria potestas, it is true, could be invoked foraibl

in betrothing one's child, but in general even this use of the power was miti
gated.

Betrothal. of itself, did not entail grave liabilities and could be

broken off by patria potestas at will.
Although all a family's power and authority was found to focus itself on
the father and patria potestas. the wife. by the time of the Annals. had
learned to ignore the father's authority and to assume her powerful role.
Mothers and wives played leading roles in the drama of the Roman politics of
their day.

Their name, their fame, and their political power were potent

factors in Rome's social life.

A wife traveled where she would. conversed

with whom she would. and dined at home and in public as the social equal of
her husband.

At Rome feminine political power was not openly displayed.

But

in the provinces wives assumed the active role of Administrator.
Since girls married between thirteen and fifteen and since divorce was
mere paper work, many first marriages proved failures.
their time and energy into political channels.

Divorcees diverted

But young or old. a wife or

divorcee could not afford to lose her grip on her pocketbook.
her purse was the secret of her success.

For locked in

A wife not in manu. and most wives

were not. could amass a huge personal fortune.

Her wealth and her dowry en-

slaved a destitute husband and opened new vistas to her maternal political
a."llbition.
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But a wife so influential could and did incur the hatred of
She could and did pay the extreme penalty inflicted by the state.

emp~ors.

And yet,

these are the very women who enjoyed an unique place in the State-run religion" which replaced the dying embers of a hearth-cult.

But rich or poor"

preestess or not, she lost everything if she sullied a family name to live
with a slave.
Both she and her husband had the monumental tasks of home and family Iii'
amid the impossible morality of Rome.

Theirs it was to overcome generations

of ease" wealth, luxury" idl6ness, and sloth to which they had become
uated.

habi~

They had to discover some working substitute for patria potestas and

an all but unheard of manus.

But most of all they had to cope with every

threat of rabble" slaves, and treacherous informers.

These latter had emptie

every last vestige of privacy or honor from the home of Rome.

In the course

of years accusers exhausted husbands and wives mentally" emotionally" physically.
Infidelity had become a social pattern and childlessness a necessity for
these parents.

Yet Rome's was a family which had produced the giants of tra-

dition" a family which even under most adverse conditions was producing
heroes, vmo light up the dark pages of the Annals.
this type, all is not lost, hope still remains.

For with men and women of
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